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Executive Summary 

The Copper Mountain College (CMC) Education Master Plan followed a comprehensive review 

process of several data sources to obtain a complete picture of how CMC can best serve its 

students and community over the next five years. This review provided a background of prior 

trends and current factors in CMC’s internal and external environment that may potentially 
impact the College’s future direction and success. Input to the plan included CMC’s mission and 

values, an environmental scan of population and economic trends, a review of the last Education 

Master Plan, and major California Community College system initiatives and policies. CMC also 

underwent an inclusive and transparent update of its strategic goals and initiatives that involved 

students, employees, and Morongo Basin community members. With this Education Master 

Plan, CMC continues its commitment to its mission, vision, and core values. To this end, the 

Guided Pathways framework is being used to drive planning processes represented in the 

Education Master Plan 2021-2026. The current CMC Education Master Plan reflects and 

embodies the perspectives of its students, employees, and Community to articulate an equitable 

educational vision as we “Honor the Legacy. Change the Future. Create Tomorrow.” 
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President's Message 
 

Copper Mountain College (CMC) has been serving the higher education needs of the Morongo 

Basin since 1966. Initially, CMC was part of Desert Community College District, and since 

2001 has been an independent, fully accredited Community College District. CMC is celebrating 

20 years as an independent college and is currently looking towards the next five years with this 

Educational Master Plan through the Guided Pathways framework lens with the following 

tagline: Honor the Legacy. Change the Future. Create Tomorrow. 
 

Traditionally, CMC has prepared area residents for transfer to private and state universities and 

colleges and provided Career and Technical Education and training in programs such as 

accounting, administration of justice, automotive technology, fire science, nursing, early 

childhood education certification, and computer technology. CMC offers associate degrees and 

certificate programs in 26 fields of study, with 16 specific associate degrees for guaranteed 

transfer. Additionally, CMC's Developmental Education program provides all Morongo Basin 

adults the opportunity to enroll in classes directed at completing a high school diploma and/or 

GED. Several non-credit and community education offerings that directly align with local 

interest or employment opportunities are also generally offered. 
 

This Education Master Plan is a comprehensive review to determine how our curriculum, 

campus, and infrastructure will meet the current and future needs of our students and our 

community. This document represents the findings of a thorough analysis of several internal and 

external data sets that have included student focus groups, student surveys, employee surveys, 

and community surveys. The data analysis culminated in a public webinar sharing the data 

collected from the various instruments, and additional input was sought to contextualize the 

information. All of these efforts have helped to clarify our strengths and areas of opportunity as 

we move forward. 
 

The Educational Master Plan highlights the insight and opportunities that have been gleaned 

from this effort. It is worth noting that this planning was also very much influenced by a global 

pandemic that has reaffirmed both our responsibility as an institution of higher education and as 

an accessible community hub. We have had the opportunity to partner and serve in ways never 

imagined, and this has brought many new community members to campus for the first time for 

COVID testing and vaccination. 
 

As we prepare for a post-pandemic environment, we are actively seeking ways to engage our 

employees, students, business, and community members with the College. We are evaluating the 

expansion of athletics, student life activities, and connected local internship opportunities. 
 

The completion of the Education Master Plan is just the beginning. This document will serve as a 

framework and provide information that will lead to updates in other long-term plans focused on 

student success, facilities, and infrastructure. With our Board of Trustees' leadership and our 

community's ongoing support, the future of CMC is truly exciting, and the College is well- 

positioned to serve the next generations within the Morongo Basin. 
 

Daren M. Otten, Ed.D 

Superintendent/President 
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The History and Future of Copper Mountain College 

 

Copper Mountain College (CMC), located six miles east of Joshua Tree, is renowned as the 

college built by the people, its first phase having been paid for almost entirely with local private 

money and subsequent phases with substantial private help. Now governed by its own locally 

elected board of trustees, CMC's road to independence was accelerated by legislative action in 

recognition of the college's uniquely strong local support. The college currently serves 

approximately 6,000 enrolled students annually with 30 full-time faculty and 100 adjunct faculty. 
 

The college was initially founded in 1966 when the residents of the Morongo Unified School 

District, comprised of the communities of Morongo Valley, Yucca Valley, Landers, Joshua Tree, 

and Twentynine Palms, elected to join the Desert Community College District. Classes were first 

offered in the High Desert in the Fall of 1967 at the Twentynine Palms High School to 

approximately 60 students. In 1981, a group of Morongo Basin Rotary Club members decided to 

build a campus with funds raised by community volunteers. Upon completion, the new campus 

quickly attracted a host of first-generation college students, including a large population of 

Marines and their dependents stationed at the Marine Corps Air Ground Combat Center in 

Twentynine Palms. Community leaders began to suggest pursuing independence from College of 

the Desert as a natural next step. 
 

When State Senator James Brulte (R-Rancho Cucamonga) learned of CMC's desire to achieve 

college status, he introduced legislation that created the Copper Mountain Community College 

District (CMCCD). By a 90% vote in November 1999, Morongo Basin residents endorsed their 

new college. As a final step, in June 2001, CMC was granted full accreditation status by the 

Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges of the Western Association of 

Schools and Colleges. CMC has created a variety of unique programs and services designed to 

provide specialized support to the growth and stability of the local region. This, in turn, has 

fostered an environment of hope and enthusiasm for the future success of the college. 
 

CMCCD will celebrate its 20th Anniversary in 2021 and, over the next 20 months, will honor the 

pioneers that brought the dream of a college alive in the Morongo Basin. Each month, on the 

second Thursday at 3pm, the community is invited to the CMCCD Board of Trustees' meeting to 

HONOR THE LEGACY. This is a chance to meet those who saw a vision and persevered to 

build a place for its Morongo Basin residents to get an education close to home. 
 

As we celebrate the 20th Anniversary of being an independent college, we look to the future and 

to reducing our carbon footprint by investing in our infrastructure. Expanding solar canopies, 

installing Electric Vehicle (EV) charging stations, instituting a recycling program on campus and 

upgrading our HVAC systems are the backbone of a $1.1M project in 2021. CMC Foundation 

has secured commitments from Susan Luckie Reilly's bequest, various rebates, incentives, and 

grants. All are invited to CHANGE THE FUTURE to help CMC reach its fundraising goals. 

Finally, as we write this Education Master Plan, we commit to CREATE TOMORROW in line 

with the evolving needs of our students and community. 
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Mission, Vision, Equity Statements and Core Values 

 

Mission Statement 

Our mission is to provide educational opportunities for diverse desert communities and beyond 

through a comprehensive curriculum and support services that demonstrate a passion for the 

success of every individual student. Copper Mountain College offers high quality, affordable 

instruction that enables students to attain mastery in basic skills, and career development, as 

well as building pathways to associate degrees, certificates, university transfer, and personal 

enrichment. (Revised 5/2016) 

 

Vision Statement 

Copper Mountain College will be the educational and cultural center of the Morongo Basin. 

Through cooperative efforts with the community and within the college, we will develop 

innovative curricula matched to the needs of our students to prepare them to achieve their 

educational, employment, and life-long learning goals. 

 

Equity Statement 

Copper Mountain College commits to closing the achievement and opportunity gaps that exist in 

the education system by intentionally focusing on disproportionately impacted and historically 

marginalized student groups. The college further commits to breaking down existing systemic 

barriers, fostering equal opportunity, and providing 

access to quality higher education for all students.  

 

Core Values 

 

Mutual Respect: to work in a spirit of cooperation 

and collaboration. 

 

Ethical Behavior: to demonstrate through personal 

action that people should relate to each other in 

accordance with the accepted principles of right and 

wrong. 

 

Service: to help others become morally and ethically wiser, freer in thought, and better able to 

serve. 

 

Integrity: to act ethically and honestly toward our students, colleagues, and community in order 

to hold their trust and to be true to our word. 

 

Collaboration: to work together to shape the future of the college. 

 

Accountability: to accept responsibility for our actions. 

 

Commitment: to work actively in promoting the academic, social, and economic well-being of 

the students and communities we serve. 
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Service Area 

 

The combined population of our high-desert communities is about 70,000 covering an area of 

approximately 45 miles east to west and 20 miles north to south. 

 
Copper Mountain College (CMC) serves the communities of Morongo Valley, the Town of 

Yucca Valley, Pioneertown, Landers, Joshua Tree, the City of Twentynine Palms, and the 

Marine Corps Air Ground Combat Center (MCAGCC) in Twentynine Palms. 
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2019-2020 Student Age 
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Source: California Community Colleges Chancellor's Office Datamart 

 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 

Copper Mountain 

Total 
2,677 2,673 2,810 2,664 2,565 

19 or Less 19.2% 18.7% 24.1% 25.7% 25.1% 

20 to 24 36.2% 34.0% 34.2% 32.1% 32.7% 

25 to 29 16.0% 16.8% 15.2% 15.6% 15.4% 

30 to 34 9.1% 10.2% 9.2% 10.0% 9.4% 

35 to 39 6.5% 7.3% 6.0% 5.7% 6.1% 

40 to 49 6.5% 6.7% 6.3% 6.0% 6.3% 

50+ 6.5% 6.3% 5.1% 4.9% 5.1% 
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Copper 

Mountain 

Total 

 
2,677 

 
2,673 

 
2,810 

 
2,664 

 
2,565 

 
Female 

 

57.6% 

 

58.7% 

 

58.7% 

 

58.8% 

 

60.6% 

 
Male 

 

42.1% 

 

41.0% 

 

40.7% 

 

40.6% 

 

38.8% 

 
Unknown 

 

0.3% 

 

0.3% 

 

0.6% 

 

0.6% 

 

0.6% 

Source: California Community Colleges Chancellor's Office Datamart 
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Demographics by Ethnicity 

 

2019-2020 Student Ethnicity 
 

White Non-Hispanic 

Hispanic/Latino 

African-American 

Multi-Ethnicity 

Unknown 

Filipino 

Asian 

Pacific Islander 

American Indian/Alaskan Native 

 
 

 
6.7% 

6.6% 

3.2% 

1.8% 

1.6% 

0.7% 

0.6% 

40.4% 

38.4% 

 
 
 
 
 

 2015- 

2016 

2016- 

2017 

2017- 

2018 

2018- 

2019 

2019- 

2020 

Copper Mountain Total 2,677 2,673 2,810 2,664 2,565 

African-American 6.% 5.9% 7.4% 6.9% 6.7% 

American Indian/Alaskan Native 0.9% 1.0% 0.8% 0.7% 0.6% 

Asian 2.6% 2.2% 2.0% 1.6% 1.6% 

Filipino 1.6% 1.3% 1.8% 1.7% 1.8% 

Hispanic 30.1% 32.3% 34.4% 37.1% 38.4% 

Multi-Ethnicity 6.4% 6.6% 6.3% 6.6% 6.6% 

Pacific Islander 0.4% 0.8% 0.7% 0.6% 0.7% 

Unknown 2.2% 2.1% 1.4% 1.4% 3.2% 

White Non-Hispanic 49.6% 48.0% 45.3% 43.5% 40.4% 

Source: California Community Colleges Chancellor's Office Datamart 
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Types of Courses Taken at CMC by Two-Digit TOP Code 
 

 2015- 

2016 

2016- 

2017 

2017- 

2018 

2018- 

2019 

2019- 

2020 

Copper Mountain Total FTES 1,497 1,531 1,680 1,448 1,295 

Agriculture and Natural Resources-01 7 4 6 3 6 

Biological Sciences-04 129 140 152 134 150 

Business and Management-05 38 34 40 38 37 

Education-08 27 106 49 60 45 

Engineering and Industrial 

Technologies-09 
21 15 21 27 30 

Family and Consumer Sciences-13 32 29 32 25 24 

Fine and Applied Arts-10 71 85 89 79 65 

Foreign Language-11 25 21 26 22 17 

Health-12 119 129 128 118 97 

Humanities (Letters)-15 277 249 319 213 173 

Information Technology-07 72 69 79 70 59 

Interdisciplinary Studies-49  110 121 133 112 83 

Mathematics-17 288 247 292 229 188 

Media and Communications-06 7 4 9 4 4 

Physical Sciences-19 83 85 84 88 92 

Psychology-20 48 46 52 61 81 

Public and Protective Services-21 35 39 42 47 38 

Social Sciences-22 107 107 126 116 107 

Note. FTES includes credit and noncredit. 

Source: California Community Colleges Chancellor's Office Datamart 
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Annual Program Awards 2019-2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: California Community Colleges Chancellor's Office Datamart 

Total Awards 380 

Associate in Science for Transfer (A.S.-T) Degree 51 
 Business and Management-05 16 
 Family and Consumer Sciences-13 1 
 Information Technology-07 6 
 Mathematics-17 14 
 Public and Protective Services-21 14 

Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree 55 
 Fine and Applied Arts-10 5 
 Humanities (Letters)-15 8 
 Interdisciplinary Studies-49 5 
 Psychology-20 18 
 Social Sciences-22 19 

Associate of Science (A.S.) degree 68 
 Business and Management-05 5 
 Health-12 41 
 Information Technology-07 9 
 Public and Protective Services-21 13 

Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree 123 
 Business and Management-05 13 
 Foreign Language-11 1 
 Interdisciplinary Studies-49 94 
 Psychology-20 1 
 Social Sciences-22 14 

Certificate requiring 16 to <30 semester units 15 
 Business and Management-05 4 
 Environmental Sciences and Technologies-03 1 
 Family and Consumer Sciences-13 2 
 Information Technology-07 6 
 Public and Protective Services-21 2 

Certificate requiring 30 to <60 semester units 68 
 Family and Consumer Sciences-13 1 
 Health-12 12 
 Information Technology-07 1 
 Interdisciplinary Studies-49 54 
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Economic Trends 

 

2016-2021 Fastest Growing Occupations in the Inland Empire 

 
 

Occupational Title 
Base Year 

Employment 
Estimate 

Projected 
Year 

Employment 
Estimate 

Median 
Hourly 
Wage 

Median 
Annual 
Wage 

Associate's degree 

Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education 4,180 4,630 15.51 32,255 

Paralegals and Legal Assistants 1,880 2,290 28.2 58,667 

Radiologic Technologists 1,820 2,100 38.96 81,032 

Respiratory Therapists 1,640 2,070 36.09 75,060 

Human Resources Assistants, Except Payroll and 
Timekeeping 

1,270 1,330 21.86 45,459 

Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technicians 1,070 1,230 * * 

Web Developers 820 970 * * 

Electrical and Electronics Engineering 
Technicians 

850 930 30.33 63,078 

Diagnostic Medical Sonographers 520 660 42.21 87,795 

Postsecondary non-degree award 

Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers 27,910 32,990 23.79 49,483 

Medical Assistants 8,570 10,990 16.39 34,082 

Nursing Assistants 9,040 10,380 * * 

Licensed Practical and Licensed Vocational 
Nurses 

7,900 9,410 27.63 57,462 

Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics 7,520 8,480 20.84 43,349 

Dental Assistants 4,760 5,590 17.96 37,376 

Heating, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration 
Mechanics and Installers 

3,040 3,920 20.87 43,429 

Telecommunications Equipment Installers and 
Repairers, Except Line Installers 

3,420 3,410 27.26 56,709 

Emergency Medical Technicians and Paramedics 2,220 2,700 * * 

Firefighters 2,240 2,330 31.99 66,542 

Medical Records and Health Information 
Technicians 

1,700 2,000 * * 

Phlebotomists 1,190 1,480 21.6 44,922 

* Information is not available. 
** In occupations where workers do not work full-time all 

year-round, it is not possible to calculate an hourly wage. 
For additional information about occupation, please visit Bureau of Labor Statistics 

Occupational Outlook Handbook. http://www.bls.gov/ooh/home.htm 

Source: State of California Employment Development Department 
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Largest Employers in the Region – San Bernardino County 
 
 

Employer Name Location Industry 

Amazon Fulfillment Ctr Redlands Mail Order Fulfillment Service 

Amazon Fulfillment Ctr San Bernardino Mail Order Fulfillment Service 

Arrowhead Regional Medical Ctr Colton Hospitals 

Bear Mountain Big Bear Lake Skiing Centers & Resorts 

Big Bear Mountain Resorts Big Bear Lake Resorts 

Burlington Distribution Ctr San Bernardino Distribution Services 

 
California State Univ Sn 

 
San Bernardino 

Schools-Universities & Colleges 
Academic 

Community Hospital-Sn Brnrdn San Bernardino Hospitals 

Environmental Systems Research Redlands Geographic Information Systems 

Fedex Ground Bloomington Delivery Service 

Inland Empire Health Plan Rancho Cucamonga Health Plans 

 
Loma Linda Univ Health Board 

 
Loma Linda 

Univ/Clg-Governing 
Body/Regent/Trustee 

Loma Linda University Med Ctr Loma Linda Hospitals 

Mountain High Ski Resort Wrightwood Skiing Centers & Resorts 

Ontario International Airport Ontario Airports 

Ontario Montclair School Dist Ontario School Districts 

Patton State Hospital Patton Hospitals 

Redlands Community Hospital Redlands Hospitals 

San Antonio Regional Hospital Upland Hospitals 

San Bernardino County Sch Supt San Bernardino Schools & Educational Services NEC 

San Bernardino County Sheriff San Bernardino County Government-General Offices 

St Bernardine Medical Ctr San Bernardino Hospitals 

St Mary's Medical Ctr Apple Valley Hospitals 

Transportation Department San Bernardino Government Offices-State 

YRC Freight Bloomington Trucking-Motor Freight 

Source: State of California Employment Development Department 
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Largest Employers in the Region – Riverside County 
 

Employer Name Location Industry 

Abbott Vascular Inc Temecula Hospital Equipment & Supplies-Mfrs 

Abbott Vascular Inc Temecula Hospital Equipment & Supplies-Mfrs 

Agua Caliente Casino Resrt Spa Rancho Mirage Casinos 

Amazon Fulfillment Ctr Moreno Valley Mail Order Fulfillment Service 

Collins Aerospace Riverside Aircraft Components-Manufacturers 

Corona City Hall Corona Government Offices-City/Village & Twp 

Corona Regional Medical Ctr Corona Hospitals 

Department-Corrections-Rehab Norco Government Offices-State 

Desert Regional Medical Ctr Palm Springs Hospitals 

Eisenhower Medical Ctr Rancho Mirage Hospitals 

Fantasy Springs Resort Casino Indio Casinos 

J Ginger Masonry LP Riverside Masonry Contractors 

Kleinfelder Construction Svc Riverside Engineers-Structural 

La Quinta Golf Course La Quinta Golf Courses 

Parkview Community Hosp Med Riverside Hospitals 

Pechanga Resort Casino Temecula Casinos 

Riverside Community Hospital Riverside Hospitals 

Riverside County Public Health Riverside Government Offices-County 

Riverside University Health Moreno Valley Hospitals 

Southwest Healthcare System Murrieta Health Care Management 

Spa Resort Casino Palm Springs Casinos 

Starcrest of California Perris Internet & Catalog Shopping 

Starcrest Products Perris E-Commerce 

Sun World Intl LLC Coachella Fruits & Vegetables-Wholesale 

Time Rack Corona Computer Software 

Source: State of California Employment Development Department 
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https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=387680762
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=493376198
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=503930711
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=404869828
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=469245211
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=628614448
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=421441015
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=426561477
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=268298940
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=862192622
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=712658551
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=862379500
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=861501476
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=001441385
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=606050037
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=855063350
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=420960668
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=522766047
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=301793071
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/aspdotnet/databrowsing/empDetails.aspx?menuchoice=emp&geogArea=0604000065&empId=403275786
http://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/
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Population Trends for San Bernardino County 

 

San Bernardino and Riverside Counties will see further increases in diversity. Our population 

will continually change over the next 50 years. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Year 

San Bernardino County Projected Ethnicity 

 

 

 

 

 
Total (All 

race 
groups) 

 

 

 

White, 
not 

Hispanic 
or 

Latino 

 

 

 

Black, 
not 

Hispanic 
or 

Latino 

 

 

 

American 
Indian, 

not 
Hispanic 
or Latino 

 

 

 

Asian, 
not 

Hispanic 
or 

Latino 

Native 
Hawaiian 

and 
other 

Pacific 
Islander, 

not 
Hispanic 
or Latino 

 

 

 

 

 
Hispanic 

or 
Latino 

 

 

Multi- 
Race, 
not 

Hispanic 
or 

Latino 

2010 2,045,118 33.4% 8.5% 0.4% 6.2% 0.3% 49.2% 2.0% 

2020 2,227,066 29.7% 9.0% 0.5% 7.5% 0.3% 50.9% 2.2% 

2030 2,515,972 26.3% 9.1% 0.5% 8.1% 0.3% 53.3% 2.4% 

2040 2,783,746 22.3% 9.0% 0.5% 8.8% 0.3% 56.5% 2.6% 

2050 2,997,446 18.5% 8.8% 0.5% 9.5% 0.2% 59.5% 2.8% 

2060 3,190,566 15.2% 8.6% 0.6% 10.3% 0.2% 62.0% 3.0% 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Year 

San Bernardino County Projected Age 

 

 
Total 

(All ages) 

Preschool 
Age 
(0-4 

years) 

School 
Age 
(5-17 

years) 

College 
Age 
(18-24 
years) 

Working 
Age 
(25-64 
years) 

Young 
Retirees 
(65-74 
years) 

Mature 
Retirees 
(75-84 
years) 

Seniors 
(85 or 
more 
years) 

2010 2,044,890 7.8% 16.0% 16.8% 50.5% 5.1% 2.8% 1.0% 

2020 2,184,112 6.9% 14.6% 14.9% 50.9% 7.8% 3.5% 1.4% 

2030 2,368,002 6.5% 13.0% 13.7% 50.4% 9.2% 5.5% 1.8% 

2040 2,536,592 6.3% 12.5% 12.1% 51.1% 8.5% 6.7% 2.9% 

2050 2,681,796 6.0% 11.8% 11.8% 51.2% 8.8% 6.5% 3.8% 

2060 2,818,707 6.0% 11.2% 11.1% 49.6% 11.2% 6.9% 4.0% 

Source: California Department of Finance 
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Local K-12 School District: Morongo Unified 
 

 

Morongo Unified K-12 Total Enrollments 

8,652 8,616 

8,466 8,481 

8,005 

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 

Source: California Department of Education DataQuest 

Note. Annual enrollment consists of the number of students enrolled on Census Day (the first Wednesday 

in October). 
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Source: Centers of Excellence for Labor Market Research January 2021 

Copper Mountain College Workforce Assessment – Middle Skill Training Opportunities 

 

The following are middle-skill opportunities in the CMC region for sectors with existing 

programs at CMC and sectors with no existing programs which may be expanded in the future to 

provide additional training opportunities for students. 
 

 

Number of Job Opportunities within Existing 
Sectors Offered at CMC 

 

Number of Job Opportunities in Sectors Not 
Offered at CMC 

 
Transportation 

 
93 

 
Building and Construction Trades 

 
136 

 
Health Science and Medical Technology 

 
37 

 
Marketing, Sales, and Services 

 
41 

 
Public Service 

 
6 

 
Energy, Environment, and Utilities 

 
20 

 
Hospitality, Tourism, and Recreation 

 
5 

 
Agriculture and Natural Resources 

 
14 

 
Education, Child Development, and Education 

 
4 

Manufacturing and Product 
Development 

 
12 

 
Arts, Media, and Entertainment 

 
2 
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Potential Sectors for Expansion 

 

Recommended occupations are those which are projected to have 100 or more annual job 

openings in the region with median wages greater than $20.86. There are two sectors which may 

warrant further research in order to reveal whether these programs may be expanded to meet 

future industry needs. CMC currently offers existing programs in the transportation sector, 

however the occupations listed in the table below represent potential areas for expansion within 

this sector. One area with no programs currently offered at CMC is the building and construction 

trades sector, expected to add the most jobs with the highest wages through 2024. 

 

Sector Occupation Annual Job 

Openings 

Median 

Hourly 

Wage 

Transportation – Driving and 

Logistics 

Heavy and tractor-trailer 
truck drivers 

36 $21.57 

First-Line Supervisors of 

Transportation and 

Material Moving 

Workers 

10 $27.19 

Production, Planning, and 
Expediting Clerks 

8 $22.06 

Transportation, Storage, 

and Distribution 

Managers 

6 $41.71 

Cargo and Freight Agents 1 $23.15 

Building and Construction 

Trades 

Carpenters 31 $22.93 

Plumbers, Pipefitters, and 
Steamfitters 

29 $24.48 

Electricians 27 $24.28 

 

Source: Centers of Excellence for Labor Market Research January 2021 
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Impact of COVID-19 

 

The global COVID-19 pandemic dramatically impacted the CMC region. Although the overall 

unemployment rate in both California and the Inland Empire increased as a result of the 

mandatory shutdown and restrictions, the most populated cities in the Morongo Basin saw even 

higher levels of unemployment. Average 2019 unemployment rates in Joshua Tree, Twentynine 

Palms, and Yucca Valley were 6.2%, 5.0%, and 6.3%% respectively. At the end of 2020, 

unemployment rates in those cities were approximately double the 2019 unemployment rates. 
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Major Developments in the Community College System 

 

Copper Mountain College (CMC) operates as part of the largest higher education system in the 

country. Therefore, key policy decisions and initiatives implemented by the California 

Community College (CCC) system provide both potential opportunities and constraints for 

CMC. The following initiatives must be considered significant factors in the environment of 

CMC's Education Master Plan. 

 

Vision for Success 

 

In 2017, the Chancellor's Office rolled out the Vision for Success initiative with specific goals 

for the CCC system over the subsequent five to 10 years. The plan includes six goals: 

 

1. Increase by at least 20% the number of CCC students annually who acquire associate 

degrees, credentials, certificates, or specific skill sets that prepare them for an in-demand 

job. 

 

2. Increase by 35% the number of CCC students transferring annually to a University of 

California (UC) or California State University (CSU) institution. 

 

3. Decrease the average number of units accumulated by CCC students earning associate's 

degrees, from approximately 87 total units (the most recent system-wide average) to 79 

total units - the average among the quintile of colleges showing the strongest 

performance on this measure. 

 

4. Increase the percent of exiting Career Technical Education (CTE) students who report 

being employed in their field of study, from the most recent statewide average of 60% to 

an improved rate of 69% - the average among the quintile of colleges showing the 

strongest performance on this measure. 

 

5. Reduce equity gaps across all of the above measures through faster improvements among 

traditionally underrepresented student groups, with the goal of cutting achievement gaps 

by 40% within five years and fully closing those achievement gaps within 10 years. 

 

6. Reduce regional achievement gaps across all of the above measures through faster 

improvements among colleges located in regions with the lowest educational attainment 

of adults, with the ultimate goal of fully closing regional achievement gaps within 10 

years. 

 

The following system initiatives were developed to move all colleges in the direction of attaining 

the Vision for Success goals. 

 

Guided Pathways 

 

Guided Pathways encompasses the structured and focused improvement work required of 

colleges to achieve the Vision for Success goals. Guided Pathways work is sorted into four 

pillars or focus areas. Each pillar has essential Guided Pathways practices and equity 
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considerations that colleges are required to address. 

 

Clarify the Path - Create clear curricular pathways to employment and further education 

 

a) Programs are organized and marketed in broad career-focused academic communities or 

"meta-majors." 

b) Every program is well designed to guide and prepare students to enter employment and 

further education in fields of importance to the college's service area. 

c) Detailed information is provided on the college's website on the employment and further 

education opportunities targeted by each program. 

d) Programs are clearly mapped out for students. Students know which courses they should 

take and in what sequence. Courses critical for success in each program and other key 

progress milestones are clearly identified. All this information is easily accessible on the 

college's website. 

e) Required math courses are appropriately aligned with the student's field of study. 

 

Enter the Path - Help students choose and enter their pathway 
 

a) Every new student is helped to explore career/college options, choose a program of study, 

and develop a full-program plan as soon as possible. 

b) Special supports are provided to help academically underprepared students to succeed in 

the "gateway" courses for the college's major program areas. 
c) Special supports are provided to help academically underprepared students to succeed in 

the program-relevant "gateway" math courses by the end of their first year. 

d) Special supports are provided to help academically underprepared students to succeed in 

the "gateway" English courses by the end of their first year. 
e) Intensive support is provided to help very poorly prepared students to succeed in college- 

level courses as soon as possible. 
f) The college works with high schools and other feeders to motivate and prepare students 

to enter college-level coursework in a program of study when they enroll in college. 
 

Stay on the Path - Help students stay on their path 

 

a) Advisors monitor which program every student is in and how far along the student is 

toward completing the program requirements. 

b) Students can easily see how far they have come and what they need to do to complete 

their program. 

c) Advisors and students are alerted when students are at risk of falling off their program 

plans and have policies and supports in place to intervene in ways that help students get 

back on track. 

d) Assistance is provided to students who are unlikely to be accepted into limited-access 

programs, such as nursing or culinary arts, to redirect them to another more viable path to 

credentials and a career. 

e) The college schedules courses to ensure students can take the courses they need when 

they need them, can plan their lives around school from one term to the next, and can 

complete their programs in as short a time as possible. 
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Ensure Learning - Follow through and ensure that better practices are providing improved 

student results 
 

a) Program learning outcomes are aligned with the requirements for success in the further 

education and employment outcomes targeted by each program. 

b) Instruction across programs (especially in program introductory courses) engages 

students in active and applied learning, encouraging them to think critically, solve 

meaningful problems, and work and communicate effectively with others. 

c) Students have ample opportunity to apply and deepen knowledge and skills through 

projects, internships, co-ops, clinical placements, group projects outside of class, service 

learning, study abroad and other experiential learning activities that program faculty 

intentionally embed into coursework. 

d) Faculty/programs assess whether students are mastering learning outcomes and building 

skills across each program, in both arts and sciences and career/technical programs. 

e) Results of learning outcomes assessments are used to improve teaching and learning 

through program review, professional development, and other intentional campus efforts. 

f) The college helps students document their learning for employers and universities 

through portfolios and other means beyond transcripts. 

g) The college assesses effectiveness of educational practice (e.g. using CCSSE or SENSE, 

etc.) and uses the results to create targeted professional development. 

 

Colleges are also required to engage students in planning and implementation of reforms as well 

as align course offerings to student education plans. 
 

AB 705 

 

Assembly Bill 705 (AB 705) modified the Seymour-Campbell Student Success Act of 2012 to 

maximize the likelihood that students complete transfer-level English and math within the first 

year of attending a community college. Colleges are no longer permitted to use assessment tests 

to place students in remedial English and math courses, and students may not be prohibited from 

entering transfer-level coursework without compelling evidence that the likelihood of completing 

transfer-level work was significantly higher by completing remedial work. Across the state, 

colleges have changed placement policies and developed support mechanisms to assist students 

with transfer-level in real-time. Colleges' English and math throughput rates, time-to-completion 

of transfer-level courses, and student support are being carefully and continuously reviewed by 

the Chancellor's Office for both compliance and improvement. 

 

Call to Action 

 

The Vision for Success plan focuses explicitly on closing achievement gaps among traditionally 

underrepresented student groups. With the death of George Floyd and resulting social justice 

movement, the Chancellor's Office issued the "Call to Action," which "called for our system to 

actively strategize and take action against structural racism." Specific directives in the "Call to 

Action" include reviewing first responder and law enforcement curriculum; holding open 

dialogues addressing campus climate and auditing classroom climate and curriculum; review of 

college Equity plans by campus leadership; accelerating plans to diversify the community 

college employee base; and engagement with training and collaborative materials curated to 

support the effort. 
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Student-Centered Funding Formula (SCFF) 

 

Beginning with the 2018-19 state budget, the traditional method of community college funding 

based on enrollment alone was abandoned, and the Student-Centered Funding Formula (SCFF) 

was adopted. While a base allocation reflective of enrollment remains, colleges receive a 

supplemental allocation derived from the number of students qualifying for certain forms of aid. 

A third allocation earned by colleges is based on predefined counts of student success metrics. 

The metrics include the number of students earning associate degrees and credit certificates, the 

number of students transferring to four-year colleges and universities, the number of students 

who complete transfer-level math and English within their first year, the number of students who 

complete nine or more career education units and the number of students who have attained the 

regional living wage. 

 

The SCFF directs resources to assist students most in need based on socioeconomic factors while 

incentivizing and rewarding colleges for student success such that efforts must be made to realize 

the Vision for Success in order to maintain funding. 

 

COVID-19 Pandemic 

 

In March 2020, the community college landscape and course delivery changed with the 

declaration of a global pandemic. The entire educational system in the state of California was 

asked to close its doors and continue conducting business online. Community college employees 

across the state migrated most courses and services to remote online delivery. As the pandemic 

continued into subsequent semesters, familiarity with online content delivery and technology 

increased significantly, changing expectations for students and colleges alike such that more 

delivery variability will be demanded as operations resume. 

 

While the pandemic has permanently changed the way colleges will do business in the future, 

many students have stopped attending. A disproportionate number of Black and Native 

American students separated from the community college system during the pandemic, 

exaggerating gaps in success and achievement and leaving a mandate for colleges to 

intentionally re-engage students in their educational journeys. CMC experienced a similar trend 

in which a disproportionate number of Black students withdrew from their courses in spring 

2020, as compared to course withdrawal rates in the previous spring term. 
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Source: Copper Mountain College 2020 Institutional Effectiveness Report 

 

Master Planning Process 
 

The Copper Mountain College (CMC) Education Master Planning process aimed to develop a 

long-range, five-year plan defined by the CMC mission and informed by data. This data-driven 

process was also designed to support meaningful engagement across the campus community and 

facilitate understanding of CMC's priorities and potential opportunities for improvement. At the 

center of CMC's planning process were CMC students, staff, faculty, and Morongo Basin 

community members. Engagement and input across all campus constituent groups was sought 

during the development of the Education Master Plan in an effort to ensure adequate 

representation of all stakeholder groups. 
 

Data Inputs 
 

Surveys were created and deployed in spring 2021 to obtain input from the various groups across 

campus and the community. Survey questions requested input from all groups for consensus 

around the most critical priorities for CMC over the next five years. A Community Survey was 

sent to over 25 organizations across the Morongo Basin region. The electronic survey was 

accessible to community members for two weeks. During that time period, CMC received 254 

responses to its survey. Additionally, planning-specific questions were added to CMC’s annual 

student and employee surveys to obtain input from students, staff, and faculty. There were 124 

and 98 survey responses collected from students and employees, respectively. The content of 

open-ended survey responses was analyzed for themes related to what CMC is currently doing 

well and areas for improvements. 
 

Additional student input considered in the development of the Education Master Plan priorities 

included data from 100% Student Success focus groups. This input was collected utilizing 

student focus groups conducted completely online via Zoom in fall 2020. The focus groups 
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were initiated by CMC's Board of Trustees at the beginning of the 2020-2021 academic year 

as a priority to better understand the obstacles that students face and how CMC can best 

support achievement of 100% student success. Due to the many changes that occurred as a 

result of COVID-19 restrictions in spring 2020, there was an emphasis on understanding how 

students were navigating the additional challenges in their new educational environment. 
 

To further aid planning for the Education Master Plan, a thematic analysis was conducted on 

CMC's most recent program-level data. Specifically, analysis of Program Review data revealed 

instructional and non-instructional program strengths and needs. This information, combined 

with CMCs most recent Program Learning Outcomes Assessment data, was an added layer of 

input to understand CMC's operating environment and aid in developing planning objectives. 
 

Continued campus engagement and input were vital for the development of a unified vision for 

the Education Master Plan. The internal and external survey data, student focus group data, 

program-level data, along with regional demographic, economic, and employment trends were 

presented during a Zoom webinar to engage the campus community further in the planning 

process (see Appendix A). To build on the information that was reviewed, additional input was 

requested from the college community via a survey after the webinar. This data were analyzed 

for themes and used to identify the top priorities for CMC's Education Master Plan. The table 

below summarizes the data collected with the post-webinar survey. 

 

 
Post-Webinar Survey Themes 

 
Campus Priorities 

 
Development and expansion of degree/certificate, 
vocational programs 

 
Program development and 
expansion 

 

Outreach, partnerships, and connections to Morongo Basin 
K-12 students, community members and organizations 

 

 
Community 

 

 

 
Increase commitment to diversity by reducing barriers 

 

 
Equitable student access, 
momentum and achievement 

 
Improve internal communication and culture, streamline 
processes, and increase employee support and 
engagement 

 

 
Institutional operations and 
supports 
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Success of Previous Strategic Initiatives 
 

An evaluation of CMC's 2016 Education Master Plan conducted in spring 2021 by the 

Institutional Effectiveness Committee (IEC) was incorporated into the planning process to ensure 

a comprehensive understanding of CMC's environment and current needs. The evaluation of 

CMC's performance over the last five years, as operationalized by its 2016 goals, was a 

necessary component of the continuous quality improvement cycle in which past improvement 

efforts are monitored. The review was necessary as part of this ongoing process, which also 
highlighted some of CMC's successes over the past five years. The 2016-2021 CMC Education 

Master Plan outlined the seven strategic initiatives discussed below. 
 

Strategic Initiative #1: Program Development 
 

CMC's first strategic initiative focused on developing new programs based on regional needs to 

help recruit students and improve employment opportunities, with a set goal of adding three new 

programs. CMC met this goal by offering more than three new programs including Desert 

Studies (Environmental Science certificate), Hospitality, Computer Aided Design and Drafting 

(CADD) Technician, and most recently the Wildland Fire Academy. Additionally, men's and 

women's basketball were new athletics programs for CMC during this time. 
 

Strategic Initiative #2: Technology 
 

Five years ago, CMC recognized that technology was necessary for the success of its students 

and its mission. Financial resources for technology upgrades being the main challenge to this 

priority, CMC sought to implement a budgeting process for equipment and software 

replacement. Although the technology goal was not entirely met, a desktop computer 

replacement cycle was developed and is on target as planned. CMC implemented several 

additional technology strategies over the last five years including upgrading classroom 

technology (e.g. OWL, Podium, video conferencing), deployment of open source materials, and 

student online payments. 
 

Strategic Initiative #3: Staff Development 
 

Although there was no set goal for the Staff Development strategic initiative, an onboarding 

process was developed for all new part-time and full-time faculty and classified employees. 
 

Strategic Initiative #4: Facilities 
 

One of CMC's ongoing challenges has been the need for more physical space to accommodate 

staff and faculty needs. No measurable goal was set for the Facilities priority; however, several 

strategies were implemented to improve the space needs of the College. The Student Success 

Center (SSC), previously located in the Bell Center, was moved to its current location on campus 

with awarded grant money. Additionally, CMC expanded to provide Adult Education services at 

two off-campus locations: the Academic College and Career Excellence (ACCE) Center East 

(previously Monument High School) and West. With the addition of the basketball programs, 

CMC has utilized the Bell Center for athletic events as well. 
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Strategic Initiative #5: Student Success 
 

The highest priority for CMC in the last five years has been Student Success. CMC identified 

several student success metrics by which to measure its progress, with a goal to meet all targets 

over time. Appendices B and C summarize the metrics measured, six-year targets, and current 

rates or counts as of the most recent data available. CMC exceeded its 2016 targets for credit 

course successful completion rates, total awards, and degrees awarded. 
 

Strategic Initiative #6: Partnerships 
 

CMC also sought to increase partnerships with organizations in the Morongo Basin in order to 

help students gain employment experience and opportunities while also providing resources and 

support to the Community. CMC met this goal, developing a partnership with Morongo Unified 

School District (MUSD) to allow high school students to dual enroll in up to 15 units per term at 

CMC. The California College and Career Access Pathways (CCAP) program (AB 288) goals 

were to develop pathways from high school to college, improve high school graduation rates, or 

help students achieve college and career readiness while still in high school. Courses accessible 

to high school students are part of an academic program defined in the CCAP partnership 

agreement and meet criteria for both a high school diploma and an Associate of Arts or other 

credential at CMC. In spring 2021, CMC and MUSD expanded this agreement.  
 

Strategic Initiative #7: Community and Business Engagement 
 

The last goal outlined in CMC's prior Education Master Plan was to increase community 

engagement and support. The set measurable goal to track progress of this initiative was to 

double Community Survey responses over five years. Although CMC did not reach this goal to 

double survey responses, there was an increase of 46% between the 2015 and 2021 Community 

Survey responses. CMC also increased campus events open to the community including campus 

tours and athletics events. Most recently, CMC was able to extend the use of the Bell Center and 

its campus to the County of San Bernardino to provide a COVID-19 testing and vaccination site 

to High Desert residents. 
 

Status of Current External Initiatives and Mandates 

 

Several of the recent CCC system initiatives were developed to guide colleges towards 

attainment of the Vision for Success goals. Equity is the common core in the work across these 

initiatives with an overarching goal to best serve the most diverse student population in U.S. 

higher education. 

 

Over the past several years, CMC has updated its assessment processes and practices to meet 

student needs (AB 705). Assessment tests are no longer used, and student placement 

recommendations are made based on high-school grades and other multiple measures in order to 

maximize the probability that a student will enter and complete transfer-level English and math 

within one year. Although processes have been modified in an effort to increase student success, 

at this time, the college does not yet have robust transfer-level English and math support. 
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In summer 2020, the Chancellor's Office called for the CCC system to advance our diversity, 

equity, inclusion, and anti-racism work within six areas. There are several areas in which CMC 

plans to advance. The first is a review of our Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) curriculum 

to include future training that will impact the way responders interact with the community. 

Another part of the call asked for colleges to review and update their equity plans to identify 

barriers and areas where work could progress. CMC also plans to establish a Diversity, Equity, 

and Inclusion Committee as a strategy to accelerate the mandate from the Chancellor's Office to 

create and implement diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) plan by 2023. Although plans around 

the "Call to Action" have begun to materialize at CMC, institution-wide dialogue has not yet 

taken place. 

 

Guided Pathways is a student-centered framework to guide colleges on the design and 

implementation of highly structured institutional systems and processes that support student 

success throughout a student's educational journey. Guided Pathways has been a key focus of 

CMC, with cross-campus collaboration leading to the development of pathways of interest, 

program maps, along with plans to implement additional aspects. CMC's accomplishments in 

this area are outlined in the Guided Pathways Essential Practices: Scale of Adoption Self- 

Assessment (Appendix D). 

 

Current Strategic Initiatives 

 

"A Guided Pathway is a descriptive and easy-to-use plan that guides a student INTO and 

THROUGH college to the successful COMPLETION of a credential and the transition to a 

baccalaureate program or the labor market. A Guided Pathway integrates academic and student 

services together in a coherent and intentional system of curricular and co-curricular 

experiences that match a student's interests and goals, and better prepare him or her for success 

in a rapidly changing global environment." - Building Guided Pathways: Practical Lessons from 

Completion by Design Colleges 

 

CMC is committed to the Guided Pathways approach and has been actively working towards the 

redesign of services and supports into clear and concise pathways to better help students meet 

their education goals. Because of CMC's focus on Guided Pathways, it was important to consider 

the current priorities through this lens. After analyzing and synthesizing the data reviewed 

throughout this plan, it was determined that the priorities and strategic initiatives outlined in the 

current section were most crucial for CMC over the next five years. The CMC campus 

community selected the priorities during the master planning process and the strategies were 

subsequently categorized by the four Guided Pathways pillars (Clarify the path, Enter the path, 

Stay on the path, Ensure learning) to continue to advance the work that is currently underway 

at CMC. 
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Priority 1: Program development 

 

 
Goal: Develop new programs and/or expand existing 
programs based on data, available resources, and 
contingent on local and regional employment needs. 

 
Clarify 

the Path 

 
Enter 
the 

Path 

 
Stay on 

the 
Path 

 
Ensure 

Learning 

 
Develop and expand degree/certificate and/or 
vocational programs. 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

  

 
Expand dual enrollment offerings. 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

  

 
Fully implement credit for prior learning to increase the 
number of students benefiting from the program. 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

  

 

Priority 2: Community 

 

 
Goal: Expand outreach, partnerships and connections 
to Morongo Basin K-12 students, community members, 
and organizations. 

 
Clarify 

the Path 

 
Enter 
the 

Path 

 
Stay on 

the 
Path 

 
Ensure 

Learning 

 
Increase general and specific advertising and marketing, 
promotion of program offerings and special events 
measured by follow-up questions in Community Survey. 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

  

 
Expand dual enrollment offerings. 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

  

 
Develop a community wellness program. 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

  

 
Add new community engagement opportunities 
measured by partnerships, memorandum of 
understanding (MOU), contract, affiliation or other 
agreement. 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

  

 
Improve website and social media presence. 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 
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Priority 3: Student Success 

 

 
Goal: Increase equitable student access, momentum, 
and achievement. 

 
Clarify 

the Path 

 
Enter 
the 

Path 

 
Stay on 

the 
Path 

 
Ensure 

Learning 

 
Close achievement gaps to help all students succeed 
with their educational goals. 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 
Increase course retention and success, graduation 
rates, and post-completion employment outcomes. 

   

✓ 

 

✓ 

 
Increase availability of student sociocultural 
engagement opportunities. 

   

✓ 

 

✓ 

 
Strive for faculty and staff diversity that better reflects 
student demographics as evidenced by employee 
demographic snapshots over time. 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 
Fully implement credit for prior learning to increase 
the number of students benefiting from the program. 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

  

 
Develop a student wellness program through credit, 
non-credit, or not-for-credit offerings. 

   

✓ 

 

 
Integrate student educational planning with program 
and course scheduling. 

  

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 
Provide additional support resources to students (e.g., 
early alert, affinity groups, special programs, basic 
needs, and financial aid and literacy. 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 
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Priority 4: Institutional operations and supports 

 

 
Goal: Improve institutional communication and 
culture, streamline processes, and increase 
employee support. 

 
Clarify 

the Path 

 
Enter 

the Path 

 
Stay on 
the Path 

 
Ensure 

Learning 

 
Review and improve functionality of the college 
governance structure. 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 
Evaluate and improve communication mechanisms 
for all college constituents. 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 
Establish proactive professional development plans 
and training to increase employee engagement and 
support. 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

Supporting Plans 

 

Data analyzed and reviewed for input into the Education Master Plan will be revisited to 

determine the potential implications for other plans across campus. Below are the timelines for 

CMC plans that are currently in progress. 

 

CMC Plan Timeline 

CTE/Perkins Plan Summer 2021 

Facilities Master Plan Summer 2022 

Technology Plan Summer 2022 

Student Equity Plan Three-year plan due 2021-2022 

 

Implementation 
 

The Education Master Plan is ultimately a roadmap of education projects informed by CMC's 

mission, data, and institutional priorities. This plan will guide the execution of projects as 

outlined in the Strategic Initiatives section over the next five years. We may view this master 

plan as a tool to manage anticipated changes and positive outcomes. However, implementation 

of the plan will remain flexible and adaptable to unforeseen factors that may impact colleges in 

the future. A flexible implementation plan will support multiple scenarios to achieve longer-term 

outcomes. Utilizing data to inform the master plan allows CMC to more readily explore 

adaptations to the plan as circumstances change. Opportunities and obstacles will arise that may 

require CMC to execute other strategies that have not been included in this plan, but this 
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document will allow for informed adjustments. Therefore, the Education Master Plan will be 

continuously reviewed and utilized to incorporate relevant components across future institutional 

planning at CMC. 

 

Assessment 

 

Assessment is an integral and ongoing component of CMC's institutional processes. Annual 

Program Reviews are opportunities for instructional and non-instructional units to develop their 

plans to improve student learning, obtain additional resources through the resource allocation 

process, and implement more efficient and effective processes. These reviews are supported by 

student achievement data and by student, program, and institutional learning outcomes collected 

throughout the year. Program Review priorities are influenced, in part, by the strategic initiatives 

in the Education Master Plan. As such, program outcomes is one element in which to measure 

the progress of this Education Master Plan. 

 

Likewise, implementation of the strategies within this plan will be regularly assessed for 

progress or the need to adjust objectives due to changing priorities or environment. The strategic 

initiatives outlined in this document will be the framework from which action-oriented tasks will 

be formulated to achieve the stated goals. These tasks will be defined by the specific campus 

groups familiar with the priority area and will enable CMC to gauge the extent to which the 

planned strategies have an impact on moving the institutional priorities forward. Therefore, 

assessment data collected across the institution and the current Education Master Plan will be a 

focal point of ongoing institutional dialogue to support the full realization of CMC's mission, 

goals, and objectives. 
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2021-2026 Education Master Plan 

Approved by: Copper Mountain Community College District 
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Appendices List 

 

 
Appendix A. Education Master Plan March 2021 Webinar Slides 

Appendix B. Evaluation of 2016 Student Success Priority 

Appendix C. 2016 Education Master Plan Data Definitions 

Appendix D. Guided Pathways Scale of Adoption Assessment 
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Copper Mountain College 

Education Master Plan: 
Data Sharing and Input 

March 31, 2021 

3:00‐5:00pm 

EMP Webinar Agenda 

What is the Education Master Plan? 

External inputs 
Workforce Demand Assessment 

Community Survey 

Internal inputs 
Annual Employee and Student Surveys 

100% Student Success Focus Groups 

Operational inputs 
Program Learning Outcomes (PLO) Assessment Summary 

Instructional and Non‐Instructional Program Review 

Webinar Attendees Input 

Next steps 
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What is the CMC Education Master Plan? 
 

Education Master Plan will guide the 
College’s planning over the next five years 

Mindful of environments in which CMC 
functions 

Receive input from external and internal sources 

Not exhaustive 

Research considerations and limitations 

Collective informs the plan 

 
Workforce 

Demand Assessment 
 

Mr. Michael Goss, 

Centers of Excellence for Labor Market Research 
and the California Community Colleges 
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Community Survey, 
Annual Surveys, and 
100% Student Success 

Focus Groups 
 

Alma Correa, PhD 

Dean of Planning, Research, & Institutional Effectiveness 

Community Survey Results 
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What is CMC doing well? 
 
 

Student Support 

 Financial support 
including financial aid 
and scholarships

 Special programs (e.g. 
EOPS, CARE, Veterans)

 Basic needs (e.g. food, 
bus transportation)

 

 
“CMC is providing an excellent 
opportunity for our students in 
the Morongo Basin to bridge the 
gap between high school and a 
four‐year college at a reasonable 
cost.” – Community survey participant 

Community Survey Results 
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What is CMC doing well? 
 

Educational opportunities for 
diverse community 

 General education for 
transfer to 4‐year 
colleges

 Technical and non‐ 
technical career paths

 Dual enrollment for 
high school students

 Athletics program

 Local learning center 
for personal well‐being 
and enrichment

Connection to Community 

 Presence in Community through 
advertising and marketing 

 Providing quality educational 
opportunities to advance 
education and fill local jobs 

 Offering facilities allow for 
connection with the College 
through community events (e.g. 
athletics, celebrations). 

 Providing services (e.g. COVID 
services in partnership with the 
County) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What can CMC do in the future to improve? 
 

 

More Communication 
 Promotion of program 

offerings (Adult Ed, ESL) 

 Job opportunities at CMC 

 Sports programs and 
events 

 Campus updates (e.g. new 
buildings, solar project) 

 Student outcomes, 
showcases and successes 

 Faculty and staff 
accomplishments 

“Provide the community with more 
information about the academic side 
of CMC, especially through radio 
news, although not recruitment 
oriented; rather for the community 
to be more knowledgeable about 
the College.” – Community survey 
participant 

“Broaden promotion of programs 
and community related activities. 
Even a feature article now and then 
in the local print media about CMC 
successes would go a long way.” – 

Community survey participant 
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What can CMC do in the future to 
improve? 

 

More Outreach 

 Disabled community, 
senior citizens, art 
community

 Military community

 Local middle and high 
schools

Expand Programs 

 CTE and Transfer 
programs 

 Physical education 

 Dual enrollment 

 Continuing education 
and community 
programs 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

How can CMC best serve your 
community or business? 

 

Community Engagement 

 Increase College 
presence

 Host community 
events

 Expand learning 
opportunities for 
skills‐builders and 
for enrichment

 More information 
to community

Strengthen partnerships 

 Alignment of student 
coursework and skills to 
employer/field needs 

 Expand local 
internship/externship 
opportunities to students 

 Promotion of CMC programs 

 Strengthen relationships: 
MUSD, Senior Center, MCAGCC, 
local law enforcement 
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What should CMC do to prepare students 
coming from high schools? 

 

Outreach 

 Elementary through high 
school

 Provide information about 
programs, College 
requirements and 
expectations

 Host events for potential 
students and their families 
(campus tours)

 Expand dual enrollment 
opportunities

 

“Reaching out to elementary 
schools and middle school with 
information on community college 
and how important higher 
education is. Also what programs 
are available.” – Community Survey 

Participant 

“Pay the schools visits and do 
presentations. I have seen some 
before and they were very good. 
Keep that up.” – Community Survey 
Participant 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

What should CMC do to prepare students 
coming from high schools? 

 

Transition to College 

 Advising alignment 
between HS and CMC

 Strengthen high school 
to CMC pipeline

 Transition programs 
(summer bridge)

 Financial Aid 
opportunities (help with 
FAFSA)

 Remediation

“Host college counselor‐high school 
counselor (and open to middle 
school) events for parents and 
students to create fluidity of 
information sharing, knowledge, 
planning, etc.” – Community Survey 
Participant 

“Many students need some further 
remediation classes to transition 
from high school to college. I believe 
with COVID we will see a larger need 
than before.” – Community Survey 

Participant 
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What should CMC do to prepare students 
for the workforce? 

 

Job Preparation & Placement 

 Expand CTE/vocational 
programs to meet 
community needs

 Partnerships with 
regional employers 
(internship/externship 
programs)

 Help students to gain 
specific skills

 

“Provide coursework that 
prepares people to market the 
skills that accompany an area 
of study. Flexibility and 
marketability are vital in 
today's ever changing world.” 
– Community Survey Participant 

“Giving them practical hands‐ 
on programs. Providing 
internship/partnership 
programs with local and low 
desert businesses.” – Community 

Survey Participant 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

What should CMC do to prepare students 
for the workforce? 

Specific skills 
 Technical (e.g. Google or 

Security+ certifications, 
coding, programming) 

 Financial (e.g. budgeting) 

 Soft skills 

 Communication 

 Resume‐writing and interview 

 Networking 

 Time management 

 Analytical and critical thinking 

“Real‐life, practical training. More 
certificate programs. Bring in 
business owners to discuss actual 
skills needed in the 
workforce…Help students 
understand their strengths and 
how to excel based on their 
unique qualities.” – Community 

Survey Participant 

“Help with the soft skills that are 
not being taught in the home (e.g. 
how to dress for an 
interview/work, importance of 
being on time, etc.).” – Community 

Survey Participant 
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Other Community Input 

 Don't be afraid of change! 

 Think big and bold! This community is rich with history and we 
know that it is growing fast. We want to make sure that 
students in our area have access to the best and have options. 

 Doing exactly what you are doing ‐ asking the community for 
input. Thank you for all you do. 

 Be prepared for change, embrace change. Be prepared to 
make adjustments as needed. 

 I like to see and hear about the expansions happening, keep it 
up! 

 Let's keep expanding and become a powerhouse community 
college. 

 I love CMC. I graduated when there was one building and a 
couple classrooms. Since then, I've earned two Masters 
degrees. CMC set me up for success. 

 
 

Annual Employee 
and 

Student Surveys 
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Annual Employee Survey 
 

What is CMC doing 
well? 

 Student Success 

 COVID response 

 Met student needs 

 More online classes 

 Online training for 
faculty 

 Community 
leadership 

What can CMC do to 
improve? 
 Employees

 Retention

 Pay equity

 Employee support, 
training, engagement

 Streamline processes

 Greater commitment 
to diversity, equity, 
inclusion

Other Other 

Facilities Facilities 

Partnerships Partnerships 

Community and Business 
Engagement 

Community and Business 
Engagement 

Staff Development Staff Development 

Technology Technology 

Program Development Program Development 

Student Success Student Success 

Students Employees 

CMC Priorities 
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Annual Student Survey 
 

What is CMC doing 
well? 

 COVID response

 Communication 

 Support services 

 Online learning 

 Faculty and staff 

What can CMC do to 
improve? 

 Communication 

 Expand

 Ease

 Online learning 

 Technology use

 Schedule of classes 
and course availability 
for planning 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

100% Student Success 
Focus Groups 
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100% Student Success Focus Groups 
 

Participants: Students enrolled in at least one credit 
class in Spring 2020 and re‐enrolled in Fall 2020. 

Students who withdrew (received EW or W grade) SP20 

Students who did not withdraw in SP20 

Research questions: 
How do students define student success? 

What challenges or barriers have hindered student success? 

What has CMC done to help students achieve success and how 
can we improve? 

Methodology: Focus groups were conducted virtually 
using Zoom platform. 

Applying skills outside of 
CMC 

ILOs Passing classes. 

Earning an Award or 
Graduating from CMC. 

Starting career or building 
skills at current job 

Earning or maintaining 
good grades 

Transferring to a four‐year 
college or university. 

Developing and 
improving soft skills 

Long Term Goals Short Term Goals 

Student Success: How are students defining it? 

“To me, that would just be achieving the best that I can in my classes and eventually, moving on. I do 
think as great as CMC is, it is meant to push yourself forward to other places.“ – Focus group 1 student 
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“I'm also working, I work remotely anyway. And I am self‐employed. However, because of the effects of all of 
this, I'm not able to set my own schedule, but I feel a lot more pressure now to take on work. I would normally 

say, oh, you know what this week I'm kind of busy. So maybe I’ll reject a few jobs, rather than taking everything, 
but I really feel the pressure to be like okay income is sort of uncertain.” ‐ Group 2 Student 

Miscomm offered 
classes 

Financial Study Fear or 
Issues Skills Confidence Management Info Infrequently Comm or 

Time Missing Cancelled or Lack of Covid‐19 
Related 

Difficulties 

No 
Support 
System 

Conducive Technology 
Learning Skills 

Environment 

What obstacles are students facing? 

“There's something I need to do. But I don't know what it is, but my counselor knows and I can ask, and 
she'll help just take care of it instantly…it just takes a big burden of stress off because we have enough 

things to be stressed about.” – Focus Group 3 Student 

What support do students need? Who do students seek for support? 

Support & Resources 
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Many students emphasized 
communication when learning about 
resources and how to get involved. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Smaller 
campus 

Cancelled 
classes 

 
  

Connections and Communication 
 Events 

Fostering direct 
connection to CMC through 
Engagement and Affiliations 

Operational Inputs: 
PLO Assessment Summary 

and 
Program Review 

Melynie Schiel, Vice President of Academic Affairs 

Jane Abell, Vice President of Student Services 
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2019‐20 PLO Assessment Summary 

Copper Mountain College 19‐20 Instructional Program Review 
Themes from "Strengths, Weaknesses, Collaborations" Worksheet 

 
 
 
 

 PLO Assessment Summary and Mapping to CMC ILOs 

  
Communication 

Critical 
Thinking 

 
Ethics 

Personal 
Development 

Information 
Competency 

"Successful" PLO 15 27 14 15 30 
"Unsuccessful" PLO 4 5 2 1 6 

Success could not be 
determined 

3 12 2 2 5 

Total PLO Assessments 
mapped to each ILO (each 

PLO may be mapped to 
more than one ILO) 

22 44 18 18 41 

% Successful 68% 61% 78% 83% 73% 
% Unsuccessful 18% 11% 11% 6% 15% 

% Unable to determine 14% 27% 11% 11% 12% 

Total PLOs assessed: 81     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Program Review Category Counts 

St
re

n
gt

h
s 

W
e
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n

e
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e
s 

C
o
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b

o
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o

n
s  

 
 

 
Program Review Category Counts 

St
re

n
gt

h
s 

W
e

ak
n

e
ss

e
s 

C
o

lla
b

o
ra

ti
o

n
s 

Breaking down barriers for students 5 2  Program Resources 9 17 4 

College Organization 1 1 2 Program Safety  2  

Cross‐college collaboration  2 4 Program Staffing 2 3 5 

Curriculum 13 10 4 Program Technology Resources 1 1  

Dual Enrollment   1 Recruitment 1 2  

Employment 4  3 Regulations  1  

Enrollment  1  Research Request  1 1 

Equity 2 1  Resources to support student success 4  1 

Facility needs 1   Scheduling  1 1 

Faculty Attributes 4 1 1 Short‐term training 2 3 2 

Faculty Training   2 SLO/PLO 5 4  

High School Pathway 1   Staffing  2  

Off‐site learning needs 3 2 1 Student requirements 1 1  

Outreach 6 3 28 Student Success 11 4 1 

Program Accreditation 1   Transfer 6 2  

Program Attributes 22 2 2 Website Navigation  2 3 

Program Innovation   1 Grand Total 105 71 67 
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Non‐Instructional Program Review 

 

AUO – Administrative Unit Outcome 

Mapped to accreditation standards 

Linked to institutional strategic initiatives 

 

Analysis of 
program 
review data 

Development 
of external 
goals 

Most frequent 
themes 

Connection to 
community 
survey 

 Program Staffing 1 4 2 7  

 Website Navigation 2 1 3  

 Curriculum 2 4 5 11  

 Outreach 1 2 20 23  

 Program Resources 8 12 3 23  

 
Top Categories for 

Instructional 
Workplan Items 

 Deemed External  

St
re

n
gt

h
s 

W
ea

kn
es

se
s 

C
o
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b

o
ra

ti
o

n
s 

G
ra

n
d

 T
o

ta
l 
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Institutional Initiatives, Goals, Framework 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Guided Pathways 
Pillars 

 
Local Vision Goals 

 
Student Equity Metrics 

Student Centered Funding Formula (Student 
Success Metrics) 

 
Clarify the Path 

Completion: Increase All Students Who Earned an Associate 
Degree (including ADTs) 

 
Transferred to a Four Year Institution 

 
Students who earned an ADT 

 
Enter the Path 

Completion: Increase All Students Who Earned a Chancellor's 
Office Approved Certificate 

Completed Both Transfer‐Level Math 
and English Within One Year 

 
Students who earned an Associate Degree 

 
Stay on the Path 

Transfer: Increase All Students Who Earned an Associate Degree 
for Transfer 

Retained from Fall to Spring in Same 
College 

Students who earned a credit certificate of 16 
units or more 

 
Ensure Learning 

Transfer: Increase All Students Who Transferred to a CSU or UC 
Institution 

Enrolled in the Same Community 
College 

Students who successfully completed transfer 
level math and English in their first year 

 Unit Accumulation: Decrease Average Number of Units 
Accumulated by All Associate Degree Earners 

 Students who successfully transferred to a 4 
year university 

  
Workfore: Increase Median Annual Earnings of All Students 

Disproportionately Impacted 
Student Groups based on 2019 
Equity Report 

 

 
Students who completed 9 or more CTE Units 

 Equity: Increase success, transfer, completion rates for DI 
student groups 

 
Latino/a 

Students who are earning a regional living wage 
after completion 

  Black/African American  

  Student with Disabilities  

  LGBTQ+  

  Veterans  

  Foster Youth  

  50+ Students  

  20‐24 Students  

 
 
 
 
 

 

Campus Success Rate by Gender Campus Success Rate by Ethnicity 

Data Informed – Data Warehouse, 
Survey Information 
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Opportunities for improvement 
 

 Focus on student success

 Increase commitment to diversity, equity, 
and inclusion 

 Reduce barriers 

 Support for students

 Build on positive, personal connections 
with students 

 Provide more social engagement and 
affiliation opportunities 

 Provide intervention and resources to help 
students complete and/or transfer 

 Increase employee support, training, 
engagement 

 Leadership in response to COVID

 Increase Community outreach, 
engagement, and presence 

 Providing educational 
opportunities

 Continue to expand programs 

 Expand

 Community programs

 Dual enrollment

 College transition

 Workforce preparation

 Online learning and technology

 Courses needed for transfer

 Regular and clear communication 
across institution

 Streamline and update internal 
processes

 Enrollment management and 
scheduling

 

Non‐Instructional Program Review: 
AUO themes 

Outreach 

Completion 

Transfer 

Student Connection 

Early Alert/Intervention 

Equitable access to programs and services 

Ease of access to programs and services 
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Next Steps 

Provide your input by completing the survey by 
Friday April 2. 
Institutional Effectiveness Committee to review 
and evaluate current EMP goals 

Management will discuss goals and strategies 

EMP document draft will be shared with 
constituent groups in April 
EMP draft will be presented to the BOT for 
feedback in May 

Final EMP will be presented to the BOT for 
approval in June 

Thank you! 
Don’t forget to 

submit your input by 
Friday April 2! 
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Survey link:         

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ZC36ZRR 
COE Report link: 

http://www.coeccc.net/Search.aspx?id=3700 
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Appendix B. Evaluation of 2016 Student Success Priority 

 

 
2016 Education Master Plan Evaluation 

 
Metric 

 
6-yr 

Target 

 
Standard 

 
Current 

Rates/Count 

 
Goal Met (compared 

to Target) 

 
College-Prepared 

Completion Rate 

 
54.7% 

 
34.7% 

 
50.6% 

 
No 

 
College Unprepared 

Completion Rate 

 
42.8% 

 
22.8% 

 
31.3% 

 
No 

 
Overall Completion 

 
45.4% 

 
25.4% 

 
35.3% 

 
No 

 
Remedial Rates - Math 

 
51% 

 
25.4% 

 
30.1% 

 
No 

 
Remedial Rates – English 

 
58.4% 

 
31.5% 

 
31.7% 

 
No 

 
CTE Completion Rate 

 
96.6% 

 
44.2% 

 
58.2% 

 
No 

 
Credit Course Success 

Rate 

 
71.6% 

 
68% 

 
72.0% 

 
Yes 

 
Total Awards 

 
332 

 
159 

 
380 

 
Yes 

 
Degrees 

 
237 

 
138 

 
297 

 
Yes 

 
Certificates 

 
95 

 
21 

 
83 

 
No 

 
Transfers 

 
120 

 
73 

 
43 

 
No 

Data sources: CCCCO Datamart and CMC 2019 Scorecard 
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Appendix C. 2016 Education Master Plan Data Definitions 

 
 

College 
Indicator 

 

Definition 
 

Source 

 

Completion Rate 
 

Percentage of degree, certificate and/or transfer- 
seeking first-time to college students tracked for six 
years who completed a degree, certificate or transfer- 
related outcomes. 

 

Scorecard March 16 Board of 
Governors Approval of Goals 
Framework 

 

College-Prepared 
 

Student’s lowest course attempted in math and/or 
English was college level 

 

Scorecard March 16 Board of 
Governors Approval of Goals 
Framework 

 

Unprepared for 
College 

 

Student’s lowest course attempted in math and/or 
English was pre-collegiate level 

 

Scorecard March 16 Board of 
Governors Approval of Goals 
Framework 

 

Overall Completion 
 

Student attempted any level of math or English in the 
first three years 

 

Scorecard March 16 Board of 
Governors Approval of Goals 
Framework 

 

Remedial Rates – 
Math and English 

 

Percentage of credit students tracked for six years 
who started below transfer level in English, 
mathematics, and/or ESL and completed a college- 
level course in the same discipline 

 

Scorecard March 16 Board of 
Governors Approval of Goals 
Framework 

 

CTE Completion 
Rate 

 

Percentage of students tracked for six years who 
completed more than eight units in courses classified 
as career technical education in a single discipline and 
completed a degree, certificate or transferred 

 

Scorecard March 16 Board of 
Governors Approval of Goals 
Framework 

 

Credit Course 
Success Rate 

 

Percentage of students who earn a grade of “C" or 
better or credit in Credit courses 

 

Chancellor’s Office Datamart 

 

Total Awards 
 

Number of associate degrees earned 
 

Chancellor’s Office Datamart 

 

Degrees 
 

Number of associate degrees and Chancellor’s Office 
approved certificates earned 

 

Chancellor’s Office Datamart 

 

Certificates 
 

Number of Chancellor’s Office approved certificates 
earned 

 

Chancellor’s Office Datamart 

 

Transfers 
 

First-time to college students who transfer to In-State 
Private (ISP) and Out-of-State (OOS) baccalaureate 
granting institutions 

 

Chancellor’s Office Datamart 
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Appendix D. Guided Pathways Scale of Adoption Assessment 
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GUIDED PATHWAYS ESSENTIAL PRACTICES: SCALE OF ADOPTION SELF-ASSESSMENT 

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES’ ASSESSMENT OF PROGRESS IN THE IMPLEMENTING OF GUIDED PATHWAYS 
Revised February 2019, November 2019 

 

Institution Name: Date: 

This tool is designed to help your college assess how far along you are toward adopting essential guided pathways practices at scale. The first part of the Scale 

of Adoption Assessment (SOAA) includes essential practices examined in CCRC’s book, Redesigning America's Community Colleges: A Clearer Path to Student 

Success by Thomas Bailey, Shanna Smith Jaggars, and Davis Jenkins (Harvard University Press, 2015). This document is for planning purposes only, as the 

official SOAA will be completed in the Chancellor’s Office NOVA system by your project leads. 

 
We suggest that you convene faculty, staff, and administrators from across areas of your college to discuss the extent to which each essential practice listed in 

the first column is currently implemented at your college as of fall/winter 2020. In column two, indicate the extent to which the practices have been adopted 

at your college using the following scale: 
 

Scale of Adoption Definition 

Not occurring College is currently not following, or planning to follow, this practice 

Not systematic Practice is incomplete, inconsistent, informal, and/or optional 

Planning to scale College is has made plans to implement the practice at scale and has started to put these plans into 
place 

Scaling in progress Implementation of the practice is in progress for all students 

At scale Practice is implemented at scale—that is, for all students in all programs of study 

In column three, describe the progress your college has made toward implementing each practice at scale. For practices that are scaling or at scale, note that 

we are also asking you to indicate which semester a practice first reached this point. Finally, in column four, indicate the next steps your college plans to take 
toward implementing the given practice at scale and the college’s timeline for implementing these steps. Don’t be concerned if your college has made minimal 

progress implementing any given practice. This assessment will help your college develop and refine a plan for implementing guided pathways at scale at your 

college. Project partners and the Chancellor’s Office will also use this information to follow the system’s progress in implementing guided pathways over time. 
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Equity Considerations 

A fundamental goal of guided pathways is to increase the rate at which underrepresented students earn college credentials, particularly degrees  and  credentials 
in fields of high economic value, while also closing gaps for low-income students, students of color, returning adults, students with disabilities, and other groups 

with inequitable outcomes. As colleges seek to strengthen supports for all students to explore options for careers and college and choose and complete a program 

of study suited to their interests and aspirations, we encourage colleges to critically examine each practice to think about how the college   is serving students who 
have been historically underrepresented and/or underserved in higher education. 

In fall 2018 the SOAA was updated to include “Equity Considerations” in each practice area so that your pathways team can discuss and articulate connections 

between the college’s pathways reforms and equity goals. Your team does not need to answer all of these questions as part of the SOAA process and they are 
not intended to be used as “assessments.” Also, don’t be concerned if your college has had minimal discussion and/or efforts related to any given question. 

We hope the questions help initiate or advance conversations about whether and how institutional practices are having differential impact on historically 
underserved groups and how your college can leverage your pathways work to close equity gaps by identifying and addressing causes of inequity, removing 

systemic barriers, and focusing design decisions and resource allocation in ways that more effectively address needs of underserved groups. In doing so, you 
may want to include details about how the college is addressing these concerns in the “progress to date” and/or “next steps/timeline” column. 

As your team completes the SOAA, please refer to the equity consideration questions to facilitate conversations about connections between the college’s 

pathways and equity efforts. Please submit the certified SOAA within the NOVA system by March 1 2020. For more information about the SOAA, please 
email guidedpathwaysinfo@cccco.edu. 

For assistance in obtaining access to the NOVA system, please email nova-support@productops.com. 
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Guided Pathways Essential Practices 

 
Scale of Adoption 

at Our College 

Progress to Date Implementing 

Practice 

(If Scaling in Progress or At Scale, please 

indicate which term (e.g., fall 2015) the 

college first reached this point) 

 
Next Steps Toward Implementing 

Practice at Scale & Timeline 

We are interested in how colleges connect equity efforts to their pathways work, planning, and discussions. The guiding questions in each of the four areas can help colleges consider 

how equity intersects with specific pathways practices. As themes, ideas, or areas for future work emerge during your discussion, please note the ways in which equity issues connect 

with guided pathways implementation in “Progress to Date” and “Next Steps”. 

 
Equity Considerations in Area 1: 

● Are the college’s website and program pages easy to navigate and understand for students and families without prior experience with higher education? 

● How could the college ensure that access to and use of this information is equitable for students who have been historically underrepresented and/or underserved in 

higher education (e.g., racial/ethnic minority students, lower-income students, first-generation students, students with disabilities, indigenous students, formerly 

incarcerated students, veterans, undocumented students, etc.)? 

● How are financial costs, potential debt, and economic benefits of program completion (including paths to program-relevant regional employment, projected earnings, 

and transfer outcomes) made clear for prospective students? Do program websites clarify differences in earnings potential between related certificates and degrees and 

across levels of educational attainment? 

NG PATHWAYS TO STUDENT END GOALS 

a. Programs are organized and marketed 

in broad career-focused academic and 

communities or “meta-majors”. (Note: 

This practice was added to the SOAA in 

February 2019) 

 
 
 
 
 

Place an X next to one: 

X Not occurring 

Not systematic 

Planning to scale 

X Scaling in progress 

At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
Copper Mountain College (CMC) has 

already developed Pathways of Interest 

(meta-majors) which include: Business 
and Industry, Creative Arts and Design, 
Health and Public Services, Social 

Sciences and Human Services, and 

STEM. However, the pathways were 
revisited as instructional faculty began 
to discuss how the college instructional 
programs can be organized around 

pathways. There are 7 total pathways 
with supporting college structure by the 

end of spring 2021. The marketing of the 

pathways was delayed and then further 
complicated by revisiting the pathway 

organization. College structures are 
aligning to pathways from the inside out 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

 
The college has begun to develop a 

marketing plan to make these pathways 

of interest more visible through 
publications, the college website, social 
media, inclusion in the next edition of the 

college catalog, and throughout campus. 

Efforts need to be made specifically to 
create a web presence and marketing 
material that is accessible to families 
with no experience navigating higher 

education. This can be an outreach 
opportunity in partnership with our local 

K-12 district to engage district families. 

The goal is to engage students in the 
decision process to enter a pathway 

leading to transfer, a degree, a certificate, 
or to enter the workforce. 
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  which will make the marketing effort 

more intuitive. 

 
Term, if at scale or scaling: Fall 2021 

 
Marketing efforts outside of publishing and 

promoting pathways have been stalled. 

This aspect of the “essential practice” is not 

occurring which is why we initially chose 
two categories. 

 
Investigate the program pathway mapper 

designed by Bakersfield College. 

 
Provide materials in Spanish. 

 
We need to create a set of general 

courses for each pathway of interest to 

inform initial ed plans for students who 
are unsure of their major. (Counseling) 

 
Timeline: within the next academic year. 

1. a. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or 

more: 

Policy guidance  Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training X On campus /individual training 

X Technology Reporting/data 

Other 

Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 

 
CMC lacks a dedicated staff member who 

has the expertise to develop this much 
needed web presence for our efforts 

around Guided Pathways. We may need to 
update the structure of our college website. 

With our existing operational 

communication needs, the site and support 

personnel for the site are minimal. 

Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) 

 
In order to broadly communicate and 
make our pathways more visible, we 

need additional support and expertise in 

web design so that our existing work is 
both user-friendly and interactive. It may 

be necessary to hire a company to 

redesign the website. 

b. Every program is well designed to guide 

and prepare students to enter 

employment and further education in 
fields of importance to the college’s 
service area. 

 

 
Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

Planning to scale 

X Scaling in progress 

At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
CMC currently has all of its ADT Programs 
mapped using the Guided Pathways 
framework of backward design. 

 
CTE Programs have regular advisory 
committee meetings where industry 

members contribute to curriculum 

discussions. 

 
Aa essential skills (soft skills/people 

skills/professionalism)course has been 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

 
This semester’s focus is now on mapping 
all of our CTE degrees and certificates. 
Next steps will include broadly marketing 
each of these program maps to students 

and including these maps as part of the 
advisement process. The college has 

begun to develop a marketing plan to 

make these program maps more visible 
through publications, the college 

website, social media, inclusion in the 
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  approved for development by the 

Curriculum Committee. 

 

  Term, if at scale or scaling: Spring 2021 

next edition of the college catalog, and 

throughout campus. 

 

While mapping is occurring in CTE,we 

need to have a dialogue about the 

“what’s next?” for the vocational 
programs of study to explicitly tie the 

work in the advisory committees to 

pathways. The Job Developer at CMC is 

charged with bringing back information 

to the campus about industry needs and 
positions. The Job Developer can 

collaborate with CTE faculty in this area. 

 
Complete curriculum approval process 
for the essential skills course. 

 
Timeline: within the next academic year. 

1. b. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or 

more: 

Policy guidance  Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training On campus /individual training 

XTechnology  Reporting/data 

Other 

Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) 

c. Detailed information is provided on the 

college’s website on the employment 

and further education opportunities 
targeted by each program. 

 

Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

X Planning to scale 

Scaling in progress 

At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
While CMC has detailed information on 
employment opportunities available to 

students through our Job Developer 
Program, we have yet to connect these 

programs with specific career 

opportunities. 

 

Term, if at scale or scaling: 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

 
Work with our Career Center and Job 
Developer to bridge our program maps 

with specific work and career 
opportunities. 

 
We need faculty to provide more 

information about this area. We can add 
an item in the program review 
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   documents to identify current jobs and 

further ed opps for the program. 

 
Investigate the program pathway mapper 
designed by Bakersfield College. 

 
For existing program areas on the 
website, Guided Pathways faculty leads 

will look to find the best Career 
Cafe/Onet link for addition to each of the 
pages. Will be sent to faculty to review for 

their program areas. Also ask faculty to 
provide extra info for students looking at 

the program page. An example is a blurb 
for the Computer Science program. 

 
Timeline: within the next academic year. 

1. c. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training On campus /individual training 

XTechnology  Reporting/data 

Other 

Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 

 
Given our small size, we experience a lack of 

resources to be able to scale this initiative. 

Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) 

 
Staff and resources needed to develop 

connections between our degree programs 

and career and employment opportunities. 

This has not been a focus this fall but it can 

be for the early spring. 

d. Programs are clearly mapped out for 
students. Students know which courses 
they should take and in what sequence. 

Courses critical for success in each 
program and other key progress 

milestones are clearly identified. All this 

information is easily accessible on the 
college’s website. 

 
Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

X Planning to scale 

Scaling in progress 

At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
As detailed above, CMC currently has all of 

its ADT Programs mapped using the Guided 

Pathways framework of backward design. 

Each program map shows a clear sequence 
and order of courses needed to complete a 
degree. 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

 
Milestones have been developed and will 

be incorporated into the student 

education plan. Our plan is to make 

these milestones specific to individual 
degree programs. 

 
We are beginning to add cycles for spring 

starts specifically. 
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  Mapping activities have led to refinement 

of programs, to better direct students to 

courses that would meet their 
requirements. The CIS program 
deactivated excess electives, for example. 

 
  Term, if at scale or scaling: 

 

A meeting to discuss student success was 
held and it was recommended that 
milestones be enhanced to include areas 

of self awareness, goal setting and self 

actualization. This will be discussed with 
our counseling group and a sample script 

or support form could be developed. 

 
Timeline: within the next academic year. 

1. d. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or 

more: 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training On campus /individual training 

XTechnology  Reporting/data 

XOther – dedicated staff/time. 

Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 

 
We need to dedicate more resources from our 

GP funding to individuals who could focus their 

efforts on this practice. 

Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) 

 
The college is exploring a different GP 

support structure including increasing the 

number of faculty and staff devoted to this 

reform. 

e. Required math courses are 

appropriately aligned with the student’s 

field of study (Note: This essential 

practice was moved from Area 2) 

 
 
 
 
 

Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

Planning to scale 

Scaling in progress 

X At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
After the modification of math curriculum 

brought about by AB 705, our students 
have math pathways that align to their 

eventual program of study. 

 
We have a stats track and an algebra track. 

 
Also, a new course has been developed to 

meet the Math criteria that may be very 

helpful to the pathway for non-STEM or 

non- business students. Personal Finance 
will soon become an option for students 

along with the algebra sequence and 
statistics. 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

 
Continue to assess both student success 

rates and outcomes assessment to 
ensure learning and achievement. 

 
Get final approval for Personal Finance 

course. 
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    Term, if at scale or scaling: – Fall 2019  

1. e. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or 

more: 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training On campus /individual training 

Technology Reporting/data 

Other 

Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) 
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W 

 
Guided Pathways Essential Practices 

Scale of Adoption 

at Our College 

Progress to Date Implementing Practice 
(If Scaling in Progress or At Scale, please 

indicate which term (e.g., fall 2015) the college 

first reached this point) 

Next Steps Toward Implementing 

Practice at Scale & Timeline 

Equity Considerations in Area 2: 

● Does the college assess whether historically underrepresented and high needs students are disproportionately enrolled in programs that lead to lower remuneration 

careers? Has the college considered how it can help underrepresented students raise their educational and career expectations while at the same time meeting their more 

immediate economic needs? 

● For critical program courses, does the college disaggregate enrollment, pass rate, and subsequent success data by student characteristics? What strategies has the 

college used to improve overall student success in these courses? 

● Does the college proactively partner with feeder high schools that serve predominantly underrepresented and high needs students to help students explore academic and 

career interests and develop viable plans for college? Are dual enrollment opportunities made available to high school students who are deemed “not yet college ready”? 

Is the college building bridges to high-opportunity college programs for students in adult basic skills programs? 

NG STUDENTS CHOOSE AND ENTER A PROGRAM 

AY 

a. Every new student is helped to explore 
career/college options, choose a 
program of study, and develop a full- 

program plan as soon as possible. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

Planning to scale 

Scaling in progress 

X At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
As soon as a student applies to the 
college, they are directed to CCCMyPath. 

CCCMyPath breaks down the next steps 
for students based on information 
collected in the college application. This 

includes services available for the 

students and career coaching tools. 

 
CCCMyPath is a guided onboarding 
platform that provides information and 
resources to incoming students, and 
bridges the gap between the online 

application and CMC’s local systems. 

 
Every student must meet with a counselor 
prior to enrolling in courses. For the most 

part, Counselors are able to give students 
a Comprehensive Student Education Plan 

using the GP Maps. If for some reason this 
is not able to happen an appointment is 

created to complete within the first term. 

Students are encouraged to meet with 
their counselors every term. Students in 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

 
We need to look into how students can 
go back and look at CCCMyPath after 

going through the initial application and 
registration process. 
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  special programs (EOPS, ACCESS, 

CalWORKs) meet with their counselors 

several times each term to ensure they are 
still on track with their educational goals. 

 

Term, if at scale or scaling: Spring 2020 

 

2. a. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training On campus /individual training 

Technology Reporting/data 

Other 

Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 

b. Special supports are provided to help 
academically underprepared students 
to succeed in the “gateway” courses for 

the college’s major program areas. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

Planning to scale 

X Scaling in progress 

At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
After we eliminated some basic skills 

courses, we addressed the need for 
additional student support through the 

following: co-requisites, workshop-based 

support, and summer/winter college-level 
preparatory courses designed for student 
success in transfer-level coursework. 

 
Data should be requested to discover 

which courses are considered “gateway” 
for programs of study. These may be 
discipline specific. It would be interesting 

to look at which courses have the highest 

attrition rates and whether those occur 

early in a program. 

 
 

 
  Term, if at scale or scaling: Fall 2020 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

 
Continue to assess both student success 

rates and outcomes assessment to 
ensure learning and achievement. 

 
Identify gateway courses for program 
areas. Work with GP committee to 
discuss and disseminate to discipline 

faculty for feedback. Determine where 

support gaps may exist relating to 
gateway courses. 

 
Set up a spreadsheet in the shared drive 

with column 1: degree or certificate, 2: 

identified gateway course, 3: 

disaggregated success information for 

the last 3 years, 4: available support 
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2. b. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training On campus /individual training 

Technology Reporting/data 

Other 

Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 

c. Special supports are provided to help 
academically underprepared students 

to succeed in the program-relevant 
“gateway” math courses by the end of 
their first year. (Note: This practice was 

added to the SOAA in February 2019) 

 
 
 
 
 

Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

Planning to scale 

X Scaling in progress 

At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
Currently we have co-requisite support for 
students enrolled in MATH 40, our one 
below transfer-level course.   In addition, 

we offer an algebra review course for those 
students not ready to enroll in Math 14 – 

Statistics. 

 
In the winter and summer… prep courses 

 
Also, for the math program, there was an 

initiative to provide reassigned time for the 
math department to provide targeted 

supports and to develop support courses 

for transfer level program-relevant math 
courses. 

 

Term, if at scale or scaling: Spring 2021 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

 
Curriculum discussion include offering a 
non-credit option, open-entry/open-exit 
support course and eliminate the credit 

support course currently offered. 

 
Timeline – within the next academic year. 

 
Design and implement targeted supports 
for program-relevant math courses. 

2. c. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training On campus /individual training 

Technology Reporting/data 

Other 

Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 

d. Special supports are provided to help 

academically underprepared students 

to succeed in the “gateway” English 
courses by the end of their first year. 

Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
In lieu of creating a co-requisite support 
course for ENG 3A (College Composition), 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 
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(Note: This practice was added to the 

SOAA in February 2019) 

X Planning to scale 

Scaling in progress At 

scale 

the faculty recently submitted and 

obtained approval for 3 workshop-

style courses offered in our Learning 
Resource Center to support students. 
CMC also offers ENG 51 (Introduction to 

Expository Writing) for those students 

who do not yet feel prepared for ENG 
3A. 

 

 
 Term, if at scale or scaling: 

Our plan is to start offering ASC 102 – 104. 

Workshops for college level English in the 

next academic year. 

 

 
Timeline for implementing next steps: 
Spring 2021 

 
This has not yet happened. The ENGLISH 
support courses still need to be 

developed and run. The non-credit 
ENGLISH courses were approved and 

chaptered at the Chancellor's office.They 

just have not been offered to students 
yett. These will be offered beginning 

spring 2021. 

2. d. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training On campus /individual training 

Technology Reporting/data 

Other 

 
Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) 

 
Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 

e. Intensive support is provided to help 
very poorly prepared students to 

succeed in college-level courses as soon 

as possible. 

 
 

Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring Not 

systematic 

Planning to scale 

Scaling in progress 

X At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
Both the Student Success Center and 

Learning Resource Center have been 
in existence for many years. The 
services range from high school 

completion to reading skills 
proficiency. Students who complete 

programs in both centers become 

more college ready. 

 
Term, if at scale or scaling: Spring 2014 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

2. e. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 
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Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training On campus /individual training 

Technology Reporting/data 

Other 

  

f. The college works with high schools and 
other feeders to motivate and prepare 

students to enter college-level 
coursework in a program of study when 

they enroll in college. 

Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

Planning to scale 

Scaling in progress 

X At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
Well established and in place. 

 

   Term, if at scale or scaling: Fall 2012 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

2. f. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training On campus /individual training 

Technology Reporting/data 

Other 

Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 
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GUIDED PATHWAYS ESSENTIAL PRACTICES 

Scale of Adoption 

at Our College 

Progress to Date Implementing Practice 
(If Scaling in Progress or At Scale, please 

indicate which term (e.g., fall 2015) the college 

first reached this point) 

 
Next Steps Toward Implementing 

Practice at Scale & Timeline 

Equity Considerations in Area 3: 

● How does the institution support advisors to incorporate engaging, proactive, and culturally relevant advising practices to better support underrepresented students’ 

success in their programs? 

● How does the college ensure that underrepresented students are not disproportionately directed away from competitive, limited access programs? 

● How does the college integrate academic and student support services into pathways so that the support is unavoidable and therefore less stigmatized? 

● How does the college ensure that low-income students' financial stability needs (e.g., nutrition, transportation, childcare, public benefits, emergency assistance) are 

being met so they can make progress toward program completion? 

NG STUDENTS ON PATH 

a. Advisors monitor which program every 

student is in and how far along the 
student is toward completing the 
program requirements. 

 
 
 
 
 

Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

Planning to scale 

Scaling in progress 

X At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
Every student must meet with a counselor 
prior to enrolling in courses. For the most 
part, Counselors are able to give students 

a Comprehensive Student Education Plan 
using the GP Maps. If for some reason this 

is not able to happen an appointment is 

created to complete within the first term. 

Students are encouraged to meet with 

their counselor’s every term. Students in 

special programs (EOPS, ACCESS, 
CalWORKs) meet with their counselors 

several times each term to ensure they are 

still on track with their educational goals. 

 

Term, if at scale or scaling: Spring 2018 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

 

 
Timeline for implementing next steps: 

3. a. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training On campus /individual training 

Technology Reporting/data 

Other 

Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 
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b. Students can easily see how far they 

have come and what they need to do to 

complete their program. 

 
 

 
Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

Planning to scale 

X Scaling in progress 

At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
All students receive a copy of their 
Student Education Plan from their 

Counselor and are encouraged to meet at 
least once a term to update. 

 

Term, if at scale or scaling: Spring 2021 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

CMC is in the process of Launching Student 

Planning through Ellucian. This will allow 

students to have access to their SEPs at all 

times. 

 
Counselors are starting to load student 

information into the Ellucian Student 

Planning tool. The students will begin to 

have access in SP21. 

 
Timeline for implementing next steps: 

Spring 2021 

3. b. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training On campus /individual training 

X Technology Reporting/data 

X Other 

 
Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) 

 
Resource funding for personnel to maintain the 

student planning tool. 

Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 

 

Counselors are still getting used to the 

new tool and ongoing technical support 

capacity is uncertain. 

c. Advisors and students are alerted when 

students are at risk of falling off their 

program plans and have policies and 
supports in place to intervene in ways 
that help students get back on track. 

 
 
 

Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

X Planning to scale 

Scaling in progress 

At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
● We currently have a Student 

Support Referral Form that is used 

by Faculty and Staff to refer 

students who are at risk or need 

additional resources. It is on our 

faculty portal and accessible to all 

faculty. 

 
● Students are notified shortly after 

grades have posted of their 
academic standing. If a student is 

placed on academic/progress 

probation they are alerted to meet 
with a counselor. The counselor 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

We would like to implement a larger scale 

program that will be embedded into our 

existing infrastructures such as Canvas, 

and is more readily accessible to staff and 

faculty, as well as have direct and 

immediate communication with students. 

 
The probation process can be streamlined. 

The counselors have been discussing 

different interventions including other 

software programs so faculty can alert 

issues throughout the entire term. 

Probation course on canvas in process 
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  will discuss the issues that lead to 

an unsuccessful semester with the 

student and determine the best 
course of action (I.e. a student 
development course, limit the 

number of units). The student is 

required to meet with the 
counselor again midway through 

the term with Progress Reports. 
This allows the student and the 

counselor to have honest 

conversations about the progress 
for the term and the student's 

likelihood of getting off of 
probation or continuing. The 

Counselor is able to offer 
supportive services like tutoring or 

discuss options like a “W” or “EW” 
if permitted. 

 
Term, if at scale or scaling: 

The current grading system in colleague 

can be modified to include an early alert 

system. Initial steps to do this have been 

taken. 

 
Timeline for implementing next steps: 

Spring 2021 

3. c. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training On campus /individual training 

X Technology Reporting/data 

Other 

 
Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) 

 
Collaboration with the IT department 

 
Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 

 

Limited personnel in IT, and limited 

resources in adding additional new 

software such as time, funding, and 

personnel. 

d. Assistance is provided to students who 

are unlikely to be accepted into limited- 
access programs, such as nursing or 
culinary arts, to redirect them to 
another more viable path to credentials 
and a career 

Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

Planning to scale 

X Scaling in progress 

At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
Counselors have discussions with each 

student who is pursuing limited-access 
programs. Counselors discuss all the 
options, including choosing broad 

majors while meeting specific 
requirements. This allows the student to 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

Marketing the Pathways of Interest will 

allow for transfers of programs to happen 

easily as students will be taking the same 

general education courses. Students 

should be able to transfer into another 
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  transfer into another program if needed. 

The impaction of these programs is 

discussed from the very beginning with 
backup options like LVN for RN 
applicants. 

 
Term, if at scale or scaling: Spring 2021 

program by completing major specific 

requirements only. 

 
Development of degrees in chemistry, 

biology, kinesiology and other science 

degrees would provide more options for 

students who may have been hoping to 

enter a limited-access program. 

 
Timeline for implementing next steps: 

Spring 2021 

3. d. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training On campus /individual training 

X Technology Reporting/data 

Other 

 
Support Needed  –  Detail:  (1,000  character) 
More information could be placed onto the website 

specifically in the program areas, notifying students 

to meet with a counselor early to ensure all options 

are discussed. A larger web presence for the Guided 

Pathways efforts could also increase student 

awareness. 

 
Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 

 

In order to broadly communicate and 

make our pathways more visible, we 
need additional support and expertise in 

web design so that our existing work is 
both user-friendly and interactive. 

e. The college schedules courses to ensure 

students can take the courses they need 

when they need them, can plan their 
lives around school from one term to 

the next, and can complete their 
programs in as short a time as possible. 

 
 
 

 
Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

Planning to scale 

x Scaling in progress 

At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
Each area of study has a 2-year course 
cycle that is posted to our website. 

Counselors use these guides when 
completing SEPs. Special circumstances 
(I.e. classes offered only in SP or FA) are 
notated on the SEP, so students can 

prioritize course enrollment according to 

the schedule. 

 
Course scheduling also relies on the 2- 
year course cycles. If a course is in the 
cycle, it goes on the schedule. Further, 
where a distance education modality 
exists, a set of courses are offered online 
to allow better scheduling access. 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

Incorporate the degree map work when 

updating 2-year rotations. 

 
Add summer to 2-year rotations for 

program areas that are in high demand or 

a long chain of sequenced courses. 

 
Continue to increase the availability of 

online courses to ensure students can take 

the courses they need for their programs. 

 
Increase the availability of Session I and 

Session II courses. 
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Term, if at scale or scaling: Fall 2020 

Look into implementing Winter 

Intersession and 2 summer sessions. 

 
Timeline for implementing next steps: 

 
● Beginning of spring 2021- all 

pathways mapping should be 

done 

3. e. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training On campus /individual training 

Technology Reporting/data 

Other 

 
Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) 

 
Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 

 

Being a small school, we are limited in the 

amount of sections and times we can offer 

students. 
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Guided Pathways Essential Practices 

Scale of Adoption 

at Our College 

Progress to Date Implementing Practice 
(If Scaling in Progress or At Scale, please 

indicate which term (e.g., fall 2015) the college 

first reached this point) 

Next Steps Toward Implementing 

Practice at Scale & Timeline 

Equity Considerations in Area 4: 

● How is the college ensuring that underrepresented students participate in program-relevant active and experiential learning opportunities? 

● As faculty make curricular changes to better align course assignments with program learning outcomes, how does the college support faculty to implement pedagogical 

changes that better support learning outcomes success for underrepresented students (e.g., culturally responsive teaching)? 

● What opportunities exist for faculty or advisors to critically examine their role in advancing equity-minded teaching and advising practices at the college (e.g., critically 

examining the role of unconscious bias in the classroom or advising that could affect student aspirations for a particular field and/or program selection)? 

● Is the college disaggregating program learning outcomes data, program retention and completion data, and other assessment measures by race, income, age, and gender 

to examine equity gaps? How is this data disseminated and discussed among college staff, with students, and with the outside community? 

ING THAT STUDENTS ARE LEARNING 

a. Program learning outcomes are aligned 
with the requirements for success in the 
further education and employment 
outcomes targeted by each program. 

 
 
 

 
Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

Planning to scale 

x Scaling in progress 

At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
CTE programs have targeted employment 
outcomes for their courses and discuss 

this with students, community members, 
and other stakeholders. 

 
Transfer-directed programs are guided by 
feedback received from transfer 

institutions through the articulation 

process. 

 
Core academic areas are aligned with 
Transfer Model Curricula and C-ID 
descriptors. 

 
Term, if at scale or scaling: Spring 2021 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

Better align courses to employment opportunities 

for each program of study. 

 
Continue to ensure that the revised curriculum is 

up-to-date with ADT and C-ID descriptors. 

 
Engage the job developer to continue efforts in 

outreach with employers and provide 

employment needs/feedback to discipline faculty 

to inform curriculum and program updates. 

 
Timeline for implementing next steps: 

Spring 2021 

4. a. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training On campus /individual training 

Technology x Reporting/data 

Other 

 
Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) 

 

Support for Associate Dean of CTE to work 
with staff and faculty on aligning courses 
to employment opportunities. 

 
Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 

 

Being in a remote, rural community, there 

is a lack of employment opportunity in the 

area. It is also difficult to track students 

who have left the area to gather 

employment data. 
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 Dedicated institutional reporting to 

support CTE program development and 

improvement (labor market trends, CTEOS 
summary etc). 

 

b. Instruction across programs (especially 
in program introductory courses) 
engages students in active and applied 

learning, encouraging them to think 

critically, solve meaningful problems, 

and work and communicate effectively 
with others. (Note: This practice was 

added to the SOAA in February 2019) 

 
 
 
 
 

Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

Planning to scale 

x Scaling in progress 

At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
Critical thinking, solving meaningful 
problems, and working to communicate 
effectively with others are part of our 

Institutional Learning Outcomes. Our 
Program Learning Outcomes are mapped 

to our Institutional Learning Outcomes, 
which are assessed regularly. 

Faculty are encouraged to participate in 
training to engage students in active and 
applied learning. Inclusive classroom 

practices, professional learning 
communities, and creativity and 

innovation in the classroom have all been 

topics at Flex. 

 
Term, if at scale or scaling: Our institution is 

committed to continuously improving in 

this area. 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

We will continue to be intentional about 

planning and supporting training and 

learning opportunities for faculty to 

improve student engagement and 

learning outcomes. 

 
Timeline for implementing next steps: 

Continuous quality improvement for 

faculty and students. 

 

4. b. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training x On campus /individual training 

Technology Reporting/data 

Other 

Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) 

 
Additional time and resources for faculty 

involvement. 

Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 

 

Increasing faculty involvement and 

scheduling of competing training. 

 

c. Students have ample opportunity to 

apply and deepen knowledge and skills 
through projects, internships, co-ops, 
clinical placements, group projects 

outside of class, service learning, study 

abroad and other experiential learning 

Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

x Not systematic 

Planning to scale 

Scaling in progress 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
At the course level, students have 

opportunities for group projects, service 
learning, and other experiential learning 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

Discussions in academic senate 
regarding operational implications of 

guided pathway pillars. 
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activities that program faculty 

intentionally embed into coursework. 

At scale activities. However, this is not happening 

systematically in every program. 

Updating program review to reflect the 

goals of guided pathways 

  
CMC has a CTE Job Developer who aims 

to place students into careers based on 
their selected majors. We also have a 

Community Internship Liaison who places 
students into internships in local business 
in their field of interest. 

It has been noted that the responsibility 

for organizing a student job fair has been 
in flux. In reviewing the Job Developer 

role, the plan is to assign this task to that 
position. 

   
CMC has also hosted a Community 

Resource and Job Fair. This fair allows 
students to interview on the spot and to 

get valuable feedback on improving this 
skill. This fair has not been run recently. 

Guided Pathways faculty lead will set up 

a meeting with CTE faculty to address the 

items on this SOAA. 

 
Timeline for implementing next steps: 

Spring 2021 

  
Faculty advisors discuss career and 

school related topics throughout the 
term. 

 

  
Term, if at scale or scaling: 

 

4. c. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more:  
Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) 

 
We need to dedicate more resources from our 

GP funding to individuals who could focus their 

efforts on this practice. 

 
Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 

 

We are a small school with limited 

resources and limited community 

opportunities. 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training x On campus /individual training 

Technology x Reporting/data 

Other 

d. Faculty/programs assess whether 

students are mastering learning 
outcomes and building skills across 
each program, in both arts and sciences 

and career/technical programs. 

Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

Planning to scale 

X Scaling in progress 

At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
Programs are assigned to assess their 

PLOs each year during the program review 
cycle. 

 
CTE – faculty regularly meet with CTE 
advisory committees and take employer 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

Ensure that all program learning outcome 

assessments are completed and that a 

review cycle is in place to ensure that all 

listed outcomes are assessed. 

 
Review of CTEOS results by CTE faculty. 
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  feedback into consideration in assessing 

program learning outcomes. 

 
Many non-CTE areas have capstone 
projects and Program Learning Outcome 

assessments designed to demonstrate 

subject matter mastery. 

 
 

 
Term, if at scale or scaling: 

Arts and sciences faculty will be working to 

review career clusters that apply to their 

respective areas. This will inform program 

revision and development. 

 
Timeline for implementing next steps: 

Ongoing. 

4. d. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training x On campus /individual training 

Technology Reporting/data 

X Other Personnel and Resources 

 
Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) 

Additional faculty time and resources. 

 
Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 

 

Too many activities competing for 

institutional capacity. 

e. Results of learning outcomes 

assessments are used to improve 
teaching and learning through program 
review, professional development, and 
other intentional campus efforts. 

 
 

 
Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

Planning to scale 

X Scaling in progress 

At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

 
The Program Review process integrates 

learning outcome assessment and 

institutional resource planning. 

 
Processes related to fiscal resources are 

well defined, however processes that 

integrate learning assessment and other 

institutional efforts could be improved. 

 

 
Term, if at scale or scaling: 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

Work with Academic Senate and 

Institutional Effectiveness to develop 

systematic mechanisms to consolidate 

non-financial program review information 

in order to direct institutional activity. 

 
Timeline for implementing next steps: 

 
● Spring 2021 

4. e. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

 
Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) 

 
Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 
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Regional training x On campus /individual training 

Technology x Reporting/data 

Other 

 
We need to dedicate more resources from our 

GP funding to individuals who could focus their 

efforts on this practice. 

 
Prior emphasis on the financial aspect of 

program review may create some 

challenges as non-financial items are 

reviewed. 

f. The college helps students document 
their learning for employers and 

universities through portfolios and other 
means beyond transcripts. 

 
 
 

 
Place an X next to one: 

Not occurring 

Not systematic 

Planning to scale 

X Scaling in progress 

At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

The career counselor used to assist with 
resume building, cover letters and 
interview skills. 

 
The Business Honor Society also hosts 

resume building workshops throughout 
the year. 

Students in the ART program participate 
in guided activities that assist them with 
creating portfolios. 

 
CTE Programs prepare students for 

certification testing. 

 

Term, if at scale or scaling: 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

 
Work with Job Developer to assist students 

with resume building, cover letters and 

interview skills. 

 
Add to the counseling student planning 

tool SOP that students are encouraged to 

keep their syllabi and major 

projects/papers completed for each 

course. 

 
The Essential Skills courses will also 

support this goal. 

 
Timeline for implementing next steps: 

 
Spring 2021 

4. f. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance Connections with other GP teams 

Regional training On campus /individual training 

Technology Reporting/data 

Other 

 
Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character) 

 
Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 

g. The college assesses effectiveness of 

educational practice (e.g. using CCSSE 
or SENSE, etc.) and uses the results to 
create targeted professional 
development. 

Place an X next to one: 

X Not occurring 

Not systematic 

Planning to scale 

Scaling in progress 

At scale 

Progress to date: (2,500 character) 

N/A 

 

Term, if at scale or scaling: 

Next steps: (1,000 character) 

Work with the Institutional Effectiveness 

Department to implement a student 

engagement survey. 

 
Timeline for implementing next steps: 
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   Spring 2021 

4. g. Support Needed? Type of Support - place an X next to one or more: 

Policy guidance x Connections with other GP teams 

xRegional training  On campus /individual training 

Technology xReporting/data 

Other 

 
Support Needed – Detail: (1,000 character 

 
Challenge or barrier: (1,000 character) 

 
 
 

Additional REQUIRED questions: 
 
 

Student Engagement and Support 

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT Guided Pathways legislation specifically asks for a report on progress in engaging students in the 

planning and implementation of the reforms. Your answers below will provide the Chancellor’s Office a 

system-wide qualitative measure of this effort. 

In what ways are you continually 

engaging students in the 
planning and implementation of 

Guided Pathways on your 
campus? (Minimum of one 
required) 

Place an X next to one or more: 

X Student survey(s) 

X Students serve on campus GP advisory committee(s) 

Student focus groups were convened to study results of the most recent student survey and to 

discuss the definition of 100% student success. 

Other: 

Engagement Efforts - Details: (1,000 character) 

We need to improve on this front by being more intentional in engaging students in our Guided Pathway efforts. We have 

created a Guided Pathways committee that should allow a more direct connection to student reps. 

 

COURSE ALIGNMENT How is the college exploring alignment of course offerings with student education plans? (To help answer 

this question, consider the college's answers to the following self-assessment questions 1.D., 2.A., 3.B., 

and 3.E.) 

Course Alignment - Details: (1,000 character) 
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 The college has begun to connect ADT pathways and course cycles as well as scheduling. We are looking at using aggregate 

pathway data to modify our 2-year course cycles. We are building out our student planning functionality so that student ed 

plans are captured and the data can be mined to better inform scheduling. Further, as student pathways are being utilized by 

counseling, course enrollment behavior has been noted and schedule development modified to accommodate the greatest 

number of students. 

 

Additional OPTIONAL questions: 
 
 

Success Story 

SUCCESS STORY 
Optional: Please share a success story for collaborative purposes and to help establish best practices. 

Other NOVA users will be able to see this information as part of your submitted self-assessment, however 

the Chancellor’s Office will not share the information with outside parties without first obtaining your 

college’s consent. Note: All fields are required should you choose to include a success story. 

 
*Changing of scheduling patterns 

*Quantity of students who are getting a comprehensive SEP at initial Counseling visit - organic 
revision to schedule and helps with predictability of the demand... 
*Refining program offerings 

*Scheduling for students - courses set up for balance and fulfilling student demand and then faculty 
are assigned - also following our two year cycle 

*Electronic ed plan which embeds the program maps (which incorporate the 2 year course cycle) set 

to inform whole campus enrollment management 

Title: 

Follow-up Contact Person(s): 

Challenge: (1,000 character) 
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Success Story: (10,000 character) 

Outcomes: (1,000 character) 

Vision for Success Goals - Please select the goals that apply to this success story. Place an X next to one or more: 

Increase by at least 20 percent the number of California Community College students annually who acquire associate degrees, 

credentials, certificates, or specific skill sets that prepare them for an in-demand job. 

Increase by 35 percent the number of California Community College students transferring annually to a UC or CSU 

Decrease the average number of units accumulated by California Community College students earning associate degrees 

Increase the percent of exiting CTE students who report being employed in their field of study 

Reduce equity gaps across all of the above measures through faster improvements among traditionally underrepresented student 

groups 

Reduce regional achievement gaps across all of the above measures through faster improvements among colleges located in 
regions with the lowest educational attainment of adults 
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